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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study is intended to:
1. assess building conditions of four City of Redmond Parks
and Recreation Department buildings – the Old Redmond
Schoolhouse Community Center, the Redmond Senior Center,
the Old Firehouse Teen Center and the Redmond Pool at
Hartman Park;
2. conduct a statistically valid survey of Redmond residents to
identify community recreation needs, and;
3. prepare a preliminary market analysis providing a context
for information gathered in the survey.
The study aims to consider functional, operational and programming
improvements to the various facilities. Recommendations for each
facility and program area are intended to guide the dispositions of
Redmond’s recreational facilities in the short and long terms.
Each of the four recreation buildings was evaluated for the viability
of renovation or repair and addition or expansion. Based on this data,
consideration was also given to construction of new facilities to replace
existing buildings.
The Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center, the Redmond
Senior Center and the Old Firehouse Teen Center are facilities that house
extraordinarily successful programs and hold great community value.
The Redmond Pool, on the other hand, does not fully accommodate
current programs and cannot feasibly expand.
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SURVEY
Leisure Vision completed a statistically valid sur vey of the
residents of Redmond regarding indoor recreation facility needs.
Key findings included:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Places that households currently go for indoor recreation
needs are private health clubs, theaters, the Old Redmond
Schoolhouse, and Redmond Pool at Hartman Park.
Of the City’s four indoor recreation facilities Redmond
Pool receives the most use, followed by the Old Redmond
Schoolhouse Community Center.
The key reasons households do not use the four facilities
more often or not at all are facilities don’t offer programs
and classes “I desire,” “I use other facilities,” and “facilities
don’t have recreation amenities I desire.”
The indoor recreation amenities that households feel are
most needed in the community are an indoor swimming
pool, indoor running/walking track, an indoor playground and
a theater for performing arts and other uses.
New indoor recreation amenities that households would
use most often in Redmond are fitness and exercise, indoor
aquatics, and instructional classes.
The primar y reasons the respondent households would use
an arts center are attending a performance, instructional
classes in the visual arts, and special events.
Expanding or renovating indoor recreation spaces in Redmond
ranked as a medium to ver y high priority for 68% of sur vey
respondents.
The demographic characteristics of the sur vey respondents
are reasonably close to that of the Redmond population.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
The focus of any potential new or renovated indoor recreation
facility would be to ser ve the residents of the City of Redmond
and as a result the primar y ser vice area has been identified
as the city limits. However, it is recognized that there will be
participants from outside the city limits and, as a result, a larger
geographic area of adjacent census tracts has been identified as
a secondar y ser vice area for most indoor recreation facilities.
It is projected that there are strong rates of participation in
sports and cultural arts activities by people living in the primar y
and secondar y ser vice areas. The sports with the highest rate
of participation are exercise walking, swimming, and fitness
related activities. Cultural arts activities that have strong
participation are weaving/sewing, photography, and drawing/
painting.

Other Indoor Recreation Providers
In addition to the four City of Redmond indoor recreation
facilities, there are a significant number of other providers in the
area. Other public facilities in the area include indoor swimming
pools and smaller community centers that are operated by other
cities in the area. However, there are no comprehensive public
recreation centers within the immediate area. Considering
the size of the population, there are relatively few non-profit
recreation related facilities in the greater Redmond area. The
private sector has a strong presence in the area with a number
of large, full ser vice, health clubs as well as smaller more single
purpose centers (martial arts, ice, fieldhouse, gymnastics,
etc.).
Despite the other providers in the Redmond market there is still
a strong market for new, public, indoor recreation facilities in the
community. The greater Redmond area has a large population
base that is being ser ved by older, public facilities that are in
need of significant upgrades or replacement.
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OLD REDMOND SCHOOLHOUSE (ORSCC)

The ORSCC was built in 1922 and is leased from the Lake
Washington School District. The building is valued for its
historic significance in the community. The ORSCC effectively
provides space for a variety of programs including fitness,
athletics, day camps, arts and crafts, a private school and a
non-profit organization. The building is well-maintained and in
good condition. However, ORSCC programs are consistently
oversubscribed and the facility is not ideal for all of its
programmed activities.

Improvement Strategies
Renovation: A series of minor renovations could provide
a greater range of community spaces within the existing
building. A variety of community gathering room sizes and
types including improved acoustic separation could be part of a
limited renovation.
Addition: Alternatives for adding to the ORSCC are limited by
site area, parking requirements, limitations of the existing
structure and ownership by the Lake Washington School District.
An addition would likely require structured parking and would
be costly and challenging.
Replacement: Given its historic significance, the size of its site
and its ownership by another agency, replacing the ORSCC on
this site is not feasible. A new site would make feasible a new
building meeting the community’s needs.

Recommendation: The Renovation and Replacement strategies
are both recommended. Based on demand and the need for
dedicated indoor recreation and athletic space, this study
recommends a new community center building on a new site.
Current ORSCC uses would continue until a new center is
constructed. Once this is complete, the ORSCC could be
renovated for compatible uses such as artists’ work spaces or
both non-profit and for-profit community organization space.
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REDMOND SENIOR CENTER

The Redmond Senior Center, built in 1991, is a well-maintained,
highly successful, one-stor y facility on the municipal campus.
The Senior Center includes spaces for social gathering, crafts
and games, offices, a coffee bar and gift shop, a commercial
kitchen and a multi-purpose social hall.

Improvement Strategies
Renovation: A limited renovation of the Senior Center would
correct several recurrent problems and provide an opportunity
to accommodate changes in Center programming.
Addition: An addition to the Senior Center accommodating
expanded programming is feasible, particularly at the southeast
corner. Programs for a wider variety of activities spaces
possibly including fitness space would ser ve the changing
senior population.
Replacement: Since the Senior Center is in good condition, only
20 years old and accommodates its programs well, replacement
was not considered necessar y.

Recommendation: Maintaining the Senior Center, correcting
several deficiencies and expanding the building to accommodate
programming are recommended.
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OLD FIREHOUSE TEEN CENTER

Built in 1952, the Old Fire House Teen Center provides highlyvalued space for vital teen programming and ser vices. However,
the age of the building and its systems require substantial
maintenance and operations attention. It is located conveniently
within the downtown. The Teen Center’s raw, ad hoc character
and its convenient downtown location have been attractive to
teenagers. Its recording and performing spaces are singularly
successful and popular. Social, arts, kitchen and counseling
spaces are ver y cramped. The building is largely uninsulated
and its mechanical and electrical systems are failing.
Improvement Strategies
Renovation: A major renovation to improve the Teen Center’s
1) building envelope – windows, doors, walls and roofs; 2) its
heating, ventilation, plumbing, electrical and communications
systems and 3) relationships between the various rooms of
the center would realize life cycle cost savings and improve
comfort, functionality and safety.
Addition: An addition would allow the Teen Center to expand
programs including counseling, arts, food preparation, and
computing. There is sufficient site area to construct a 2,500
square foot addition.
Replacement: The Teen Center could be feasibly replaced on the
existing site, maintaining a convenient relationship to transit
and the Edge Skate Park. Working closely with teenagers in a
redesign would be advantageous to assure the success of the
center’s replacement.
Recommendation: The teen community has appropriated the
Teen Center, in part because of its character. Renovation of
and addition to the existing Teen Center is recommended to
retain those qualities while improving the Center for existing
and expanded programs.
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REDMOND POOL AT HARTMAN PARK

The Redmond Pool does not meet current aquatic requirements.
The 40-year old building, originally part of King County’s For ward
Thrust Program, has outlived its useful ser vice life. The pool
is located outside of downtown and has insufficient parking
for current uses. It is too small to accommodate current and
anticipated interest in aquatics programs. The building’s exterior
envelope requires extensive repair and is largely uninsulated. The
mechanical system needs a major renovation and the building
is not fully accessible to disabled users. As a free-standing
aquatics facility, it is operationally inefficient: administrative
personnel are underutilized due to the single use.
Improvement Strategies
Renovation: In its current condition, the Redmond Pool requires
a major renovation including:
1. disabled access improvements;
2. roof replacement and building envelope upgrades;
3. heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and plumbing
systems upgrades;
4. seismic life-safety improvements;
5. a new liner and drain modifications at the pool.
Addition: Pool programming would benefit from a party room
and dr y-land training room. While both of these are feasible,
enlarging the pool and the pool deck are not considered feasible
alternatives.
Replacement: A new pool would typically be part of an aquatics
center with features such as:
1. a leisure pool for play, water aerobics and learn-to-swim
programs;
2. a lap pool for exercise, training and competition;
3. a therapy pool with a spa or sauna for relaxation and
rehabilitation.
An aquatics center including leisure, lap and therapy pools would
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appeal to a greater ser vice population and have substantial
operational benefits. With an expanded user population, building
and parking lot sizes must be adequate to ser ve demand. The site
in Hartman Park is too small to accommodate a contemporar y
aquatics center.

Recommendation: Replacement of the Redmond Pool with
an aquatics center is recommended to meet the aquatic
requirements – leisure, lap and therapy pools – of Redmond’s
population and to realize operational efficiencies of combined
uses. Moreover, renovation and addition to the existing pool
at Hartman Park is not considered a feasible alternative or an
effective expenditure.

PERFORMING ARTS
Redmond lacks appropriate facilities for presenting the
performing arts. Those at the ORSCC and the Senior Center are
not large enough to support a range of performing arts for larger
audiences. School auditoriums are not sufficiently available for
performance.
The stage at ORSCC cannot be used for performing arts and
the Senior Center auditorium is inadequate because of a lack of
appropriate stage, seating and acoustics.
Recommendation: Provision of a range of performing arts
facilities for Redmond’s residents is recommended. Investigate
how to meet demand in the performing and visual arts.
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SUMMARY CONCLUSION

Synthesis of sur vey results, market analysis
recommendations above lead to the following
conclusion:
•

•
•
•
•
•

and the
summar y

ORSCC: Renovate and transform it from a community center
to use by non-profit or for-profit organizations, or artist’s
work space;
Redmond Senior Center: Renovate and provide additional
space to the Senior Center;
Old Firehouse Teen Center: Renovate and add to the Teen
Center;
Redmond Pool: Replace the Redmond Pool with a
comprehensive aquatics center on a new site;
Performing arts space(s): Investigate ways to meet demand
for performing arts spaces;
Community Center: Construct a new community center
for recreation and athletic uses on a new site. Scenarios
describing four scales of new community centers from a
small aquatics center to a comprehensive leisure center are
included in a matrix.

The Community Center and Aquatics Center could be combined
in a single building to create a dynamic indoor recreation and
aquatics center for the City of Redmond. Such a comprehensive
facility would benefit the community, centralizing wellness/
fitness and recreational activities and result in substantial
operational efficiencies.
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methodology
Introduction
The Redmond Recreation Facilities Study consists of 1) existing
recreational building condition and program analyses; 2) a
statistically valid sur vey aimed to identify indoor community
recreational needs and aspirations; 3) a market conditions
analysis describing the ways Redmond’s recreational needs
are being met and comparing these to national averages and
4) recommendations for the maintenance, repair, renovation,
addition and construction of indoor recreational facilities
necessar y to achieve Redmond’s recreational and cultural
program goals. The Study is organized as follows:
1. Methodology & Recommendations: discussions of
recommendations based on approaches to the four
facilities and to the various program categories.
2. Program Summar y: discussions of program categories
based on a summar y of the statistically valid sur vey,
a summar y of conditions analyses, and a program
analysis.
3. Facilities Summar y: discussions of each of the four
facilities including a summar y conditions analysis and
expansion potential.
4. Existing Conditions Analysis: documentation of each of
the four facilities including general conditions, building
systems, and programming. A plan for each building
indicates expansion potential.
5. Statistically Valid Sur vey: the questions asked of the
community and the results of the sur vey are presented.
6. Market Analysis: a comparison of Redmond’s recreation
needs with regional and national benchmarks is
provided.
Four buildings were studied: The Old Redmond Schoolhouse
Community Center, The Redmond Senior Center, The Old Fire
House Teen Center, and the Redmond Pool at Hartman Park.
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Programming
A series of public outreach meetings, focus groups and
workshops provided forums for discussing current and future
community recreational program interests. Focus group sessions
included Arts and Culture, Field House and Indoor Sports,
Fitness Aquatics, Seniors, Teens, and a meeting for the General
Public. A workshop with Redmond Parks and Recreation Staff
revealed additional programming and facilities issues.
Information gathered from the focus groups provided a
framework for the development of a Statistically Valid Sur vey
consisting of questions to the community regarding indoor
recreation desires.
Existing Building Conditions
Each of the four buildings was visited on several occasions to
conduct a limited conditions analysis. Conditions were obser ved
and documented with photographs and field notes. Redmond
Parks and Recreation staff comments have been incorporated
into the conditions and program analyses. Building systems –
structural, mechanical, electrical, fire protection and accessibility
– were subjects of a preliminar y visual review. A general zoning,
land use and building code review was conducted to identify
those conditions that may present code compliance issues.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Redmond maintains four indoor recreation facilities – the Old
Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center, the Redmond Senior
Center, the Old Fire House Teen Center and the Redmond
Pool at Hartman Park. Multiple facilities spread around the
City is operationally costly and challenging in providing indoor
recreation ser vices. The decentralized character reduces overall
revenue potential for all the facilities due to the lack of overlap
in facilities and programming, a multiplicity of maintenance and
staffing costs.
Only the Redmond Senior Center may be considered a “stateof-the-art” facility. The Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community
Center, the Old Fire House Teen Center and the Redmond Pool
cannot adequately meet the indoor recreation needs of Redmond
due to their age and condition, and lack of parking. In addition,
the ORSCC and the Old Fire House have not been sufficiently
adapted for their current uses.
Increased housing density in Redmond’s downtown will make a
centrally located facility for recreation programming while making
a centrally located facility more attractive and convenient. This
facility, moreover, will ser ve an increasingly ethnically diverse
population.
Following are recommendations for each building, a matrix
listing program elements identified in sur veys, public meetings,
and by staff recommendations, and a matrix describing the pros
and cons of several scenarios for each building.
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Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center
Making limited improvements to the ORSCC to improve ser vice
to the cultural / arts community is advisable. Although it is
owned by the Lake Washington School District, the building and
its programming represent a marked success worthy of modest
improvements. The ORSCC is a recognized historic building in the
center of Redmond. Since gymnasium space is oversubscribed,
the ORSCC gym should be retained and supplemented with an
additional gym and additional fitness space located on another
site.
Making substantial improvements or additions to a leased
property would not be prudent unless the Lake Washington
School District were to capitalize the construction. Expansion
to include performing arts facilities would worsen an already
acute parking deficit.
Redmond Senior Center
The Senior Center is a well-used, attractive and functional
building that would benefit from a few modest upgrades. There
is ample space on the site for a small addition to accommodate
fitness/wellness activities.
Old Fire House Teen Center
Few teen programs in the United States can claim the kind
of success the Old Fire House Teen Center has achieved. This
success is based on a peculiar combination of staff effort,
programs and the raw appeal of the appropriated fire house.
An effort to replace the Teen Center risks sacrificing some of
the physical qualities that have accounted for the Center ’s
popularity. A sensitive renovation/addition to improve the
spatial organization and programs, however, could preserve
most of those qualities.
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Redmond Pool at Hartman Park
Redmond Pool has out-lived its useful life. At only 6-lanes in
width and having a ver y small deck, it is too small for training
and competition. It would require significant capital to renovate
the mechanical infrastructure. The pool is not conducive to
expansion, has limited parking, and is a “stand-alone” aquatics
facility. The Redmond Pool should be replaced with a new aquatics
facility including both competition and leisure facilities. The site
should be large enough to provide adequate parking and those
complementar y by those recreational activities indicated by
sur vey respondents and focus groups: an indoor track, fitness
facilities and recreational community space.
Performing Arts
There is no City operated performing arts (theater, music, and
dance) complex in Redmond. Both sur vey responses and focus
groups indicated a desire for a multi-purpose performing arts
and cultural complex including a theater, galler y spaces and,
possibly studio spaces. Though galleries and studio spaces could
be incorporated at the ORSCC, a performing arts facility sited
centrally would be a substantial improvement to Redmond’s
recreational facility portfolio. A central facility would represent
a critical mass of performing arts and cultural activities to
strengthen the City’s arts culture.
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FACILITY MATRIX INTRODUCTION
Facility Improvement Matrix
Following is a chart that describes several potential approaches
to each of the buildings in the study. These are outlined from low
impact to significant impact for each building. The advantages
and disadvantages of each approach are briefly described.
Facility Component Matrix
The second chart collects in one place information gathered
during the planning process about each building, and the
priorities placed on the facilities for each. This information was
gleaned from:
1) Sur vey—the statistically valid sur vey conducted of 300+
Redmond residents,
2) Public Meetings—a series of public meetings, focus groups
and planning workshops held in 2009 to discuss community
needs, and
3) Staff Input—Recreation staff from City of Redmond Parks and
Recreation Department provided information based on demand
for classes and spaces.
The intent of this matrix is to guide development or expansion
of recreation programs and building spaces.
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FACILITY IMPROVEMENT MATRIX

OLD REDMOND SCHOOLHOUSE COMMUNITY CENTER
Scope

Pros

Cons

MINOR
ALTERATION

Continue use;
Maintain existing
programming / use;
Provide community
gathering space;
Provide galler y

Sustain successful
program;
Maintain historic
building;
Improve public
ser vices
Minimize costs
improving leased
building

Continue to
improve leased
building;
Poor visibility;
Insufficient
parking

SYSTEMS
UPGRADES

Change programming
/ use;
Upgrade structural,
mechanical,
electrical, lighting,
communication
systems;
Improve life safety

Sustain successful
program;
Renovate historic
building;
Improve use;
Improve comfort;
Improve public
ser vices;
Improve life safety

Costly;
Continue to
improve leased
building;
Poor visibility;
Insufficient
parking”

EXPANSION

Expand programming
/ change use;
Upgrade structural,
mechanical,
electrical, lighting,
communication
systems”

Expand successful
program;
Renovate historic
building;
Improve use;
Improve comfort;
Improve public
ser vices;
Improve life safet

Extremely
costly;
Continue to
improve leased
building;
Poor visibility;
Likely
requirement
for structured
parking”

REPLACEMENT

Provide purpose-built
facility on another
site

New facility would
meet or exceed goals;
Sufficient parking;
Energy and life-safety
code compliant;
Visible expression of
long-term commitment to public recreation

Most costly;
Potential decline
in use of ORSCC
building;
Threaten
financial viablity
of valued and
useful building
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REDMOND SENIOR CENTER
Scope

Pros

Cons

MAINTAIN

Maintenance /
upgrades appropriate
to valued, 20-year old
building;
Repair leaks

Sustain successful
program;
Maintain valued,
conveniently sited
building

Unable to
accommote all
desired program
expansions

MINOR
ALTERATION

Maintain existing
facility;
Repair systems and
leaks;
Reprogram
greenhouse;
Alterations to
respond to current
program needs;

Sustain successful
program;
Maintain valued,
conveniently sited
building;
Optimize use of
interior spaces:
Improve public safety

Continue to
improve leased
building;
Poor visibility;
Insufficient
parking:
None

Expand successful
program to include
identified uses;
Ser ve expanding
senior population”

Cost

Separate noisy uses;
Provide emergency
generator
EXPANSION

Expand building
to include fitness/
welness;
Maintain facility;
Reprogram
greenhouse
Provide emergency
generator
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OLD FIRE HOUSE TEEN CENTER
Scope

Pros

Cons

MAINTAIN

Maintenance/
upgrades to highly
successful building;
Repair leaks

Sustain successful
programs;
Maintain valued,
conveniently sited
building;
Preser ve earthy,
unconventional facility
attractive to teens

Insufficient
parking;
Lacking key
program
elements;
Confusing plan

MINOR
ALTERATION

Improve life safety;
Improve comfort
Improve
communications
Maintenance /
upgrades to highly
successful building;
Repair leaks

Sustain successful
program;
Maintain valued,
conveniently sited
building;
Optimize use of
interior spaces
Improve plan clarity;
Preser ve earthy,
unconventional facility
attractive to teens
Retain essence of
existing teen center

Insufficient
parking;
Lacking key
program
elements

EXPANSION

Addition to include
counseling space,
computer + arts
spaces, wellness/
fitness;
Improve life safety;
Improve comfort,
communications
Maintenance /
upgrades to highly
successful building;
Repair leaks

Expand program to
include identified uses;
Expand, improve
ser vice to teen
population;
Preser ve earthy,
unconventional facility
attractive to teens
Conveniently located

Cost;
Risks associated
with working on
old building
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OLD FIRE HOUSE TEEN CENTER, CONT.
MAJOR
EXPANSION

Expand building
to include fitness/
wellness;
Maintain facility

Expand successful program to include identified uses;
Ser ve expanding teen
population

Cost

REPLACEMENT

Replace building
on existing site or
relocate to new
facility

Expand successful
program to include
identified uses; Expand
and improve ser vice to
teen population

Lose earthy,
unconventional
facility attractive
to teens,
Risk of building
facility that is
not accepted by
teens who valued
Old Fire House

REDMOND POOL
Scope

Pros

Cons

MAINTAIN

Maintenance /
upgrades to building;

Low cost

Continued
funding of
facility that does
not meet current
needs

MINOR
EXPANSION

Add party room;
Maintenance /
upgrades to building

Provides minimal
improvement to
ser vice

Continued
funding of
facility that does
not meet current
needs

MAJOR
EXPANSION

Add deck area;
Widen pool;
Replace mechanical
system;
Add party room

Improves ser vice and
reach of facility

Extremely
invasive and
costly;
Does not provide
adequate aqautic
facility

REPLACEMENT

Replace building
on existing site or
relocate to new
facility

Provides adequate
aquatic facility with
benefits for leisure,
therapy, training and
competition

Cost
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FACILITY COMPONENT MATRIX

Program

Priorities
Sur vey

Public Meetings

Staff

med

high

high

lobby / community gathering space

high

high

rentable event space

med

high

Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center
Community
parking

kid’s indoor activities / play space

med

med

high

variety of classroom/seminar sizes

med

med

high

low

med

café
Athletics
variety of gymnasium space

med

med

high

indoor track

med

med

high

indoor tennis

low

high

drop-in fitness programs

med

med

weight room

med

med

low

low

low

med

med

high

low

med

high

adult music lab

low

med

art display space

high

high

digital arts studio

high

high

art studio space

med

med

galler y / museum space

low

med

high

high

med

med

med

med

high

med

rock climbing wall
Arts
large performance space
dance rooms

General
storage space

n/a

toilet / shower rooms
maintenance

med
Senior Center

Community
parking
greenhouse

n/a

med

med

adult daycare room

n/a

low

med

high

high

computer area
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evening programming

med

med

drop-in fitness space

med

med

exercise equipment room

med

med

changing rooms / showers

low

med

low

med

low

low

parking

low

med

entr y space / lobby

med

med

multi-purpose / conference room

high

high

classrooms

high

high

kitchen

high

high

improve circulation (hallways)

high

high

med

med

soundproofing

med

high

storage space

med

med

toilet / shower rooms

high

med

athletic facilities

high

high

maintenance

med

high

parking

high

high

multi-purpose / party room

high

high

drop-in childcare

med

low

locker room expansion

med

med

leisure pool / water park

high

high

lap pool for swim classes, competitive swim

high

high

diving program

med

med

spa with warm water

med

high

high

high

Athletics

Arts
improve theater space
General
maintenance

low
Teen Center

Activities
game area
General

Redmond Pool
Community

Athletics

General
maintenance
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community center scenarios

Scenario 1

Scenario 2:

Small Aquatics
Center

A q u a t i c s / F i t n e s s A q u a t i c s / F i t n e s s / Comprehensive
Center
Community Center
Leisure Center

Scenario 3:

Scenario 4:

Size:
40,000 square feet

Size:
83,000 square feet

Size:
102,000 square feet

Size:
115,000 square feet
+ 33,000 SF field
house

Aquatics

Aquatics

Aquatics

Aquatics

6 Lane x 25 Yard Lap 8 Lane x 25 Yard Lap 8 Lane x 25 Yard Lap 8 Lane x 25 Yard Lap
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Small Leisure Pool Medium Leisure Pool Medium Leisure Pool Medium Leisure Pool
(3600 sf pool/ 10,200 (5300 sf pool/ 14,800 (5300 sf pool/ 14,800 (5300 sf pool/ 14,800
sf natatorium)
sf natatorium)
sf natatorium)
sf natatorium)
Aquatics Support
Spaces

Aquatics Support
Spaces

Aquatics Support
Spaces

Aquatics Support
Spaces

Wet Classroom/ Party Wet Classroom/ Party Wet Classroom/ Party Wet Classroom/ Party
Room
Room
Room
Room
Community Spaces
Community
240 person

Community Spaces

Room— Community
240 person

Catering Kitchen

Therapy Pool

Therapy Pool

Community Spaces

Community
/
Conference Spaces

Room— Community
240 person

Room— Community
240 person

Room—

Catering Kitchen

Catering Kitchen

Catering / Teaching
Kitchen

Child Care Room

Child Care Room

Child Care Room

Classrooms

50 Person Classroom 80 Person Classroom
Wet Arts and Crafts 30 Person Classroom
Room
Wet Arts and Crafts
Room
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Scenario 1:

Scenario 2:

Scenario 3:

Scenario 4:

Small Aquatics
Center

Aquatics/Fitness
Center

Aquatics/Fitness/
Community Center

Comprehensive
Leisure Center

Size:
40,000 square feet

Size:
83,000 square feet

Size:
102,000 square feet

Size:
115,000 square feet
+ 33,000 SF field
house

Fitness/Athletics

Fitness/Athletics

Fitness/Athletics

Gymnasium—Double
High School Courts

Gymnasium—Double
High School Courts

Gymnasium—Double
High School Courts

Elevated Walk/Jog
Track—12 laps/mi

Elevated Walk/Jog
Track—12 laps/mi

Elevated Walk/Jog
Track—6 laps/mi

Weight/Fitness
Space

Weight/Fitness
Space

Weight/Fitness
Space

Aerobics/Dance
Studio—38-46
person

Aerobics/Dance
Studio—38-46
person

Aerobics/Dance
Studio—38-46
person
Spinning Studio—
32-40 person
Recreation Field
House or Covered
Structure for Soccer
or Skate Park

Indoor Play

Indoor Play

Indoor Play

Mini Play Area

Small Children’s
Playground

Large Children’s
Playground with
custom design and
theme
Games/Activity
Room for Teens

Support Spaces

Support Spaces

Support Spaces

Facility
Administration Space

Facility
Facility
Facility
Administration Space Administration Space Administration
Space

Building Support
Spaces—e.g. Lobby,
Control Desk, Restrooms, Custodial
Closet, Building Mechanical Room

Building Support
Spaces

Building Support
Spaces

Support Spaces

Building Support
Spaces
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GENERAL
Redmond’s programming for various community recreation
activities has proven ver y successful and the facilities well
used. However, aquatics, athletics and arts programming has
been unable to meet community needs or are over-subscribed.
Ser vices for both seniors and teens are well-used but would
benefit from additional programming addressing demographic
and interest changes. Children’s ser vices are insufficient to
meet demand.
The program summaries provide a synthetic summar y of
information gathered from the Statistically Valid Sur vey included
in full as an appendix. The Sur vey solicited responses to twenty
two questions concerning which indoor recreation facilities
were used and how frequently, how well these facilities met
households’ needs, and the kinds of facilities most used.
Three of the four facilities studied – the Old Redmond
Schoolhouse Community Center, the Redmond Senior Center
and the Old Firehouse Teen Center are especially successful
but would benefit from expansion in some program categories.
The Redmond Pool at Hartman Park was found to fall well short
of meeting Redmond’s aquatic needs.
Any existing or new facilities must help build community.
Recreation facilities define quality of life, and need to help
build an identity for Redmond. While the market analysis and
statistically valid sur vey have revealed greater participation in
private recreational facilities than in Redmond’s public facilities,
the community was found to be underser ved by public or nonprofit recreational facilities.
Potential programming improvements might include: more
cultural arts, time and space for drop-in recreation needs, more
fitness / wellness programs, a greater emphasis on adult sports,
and more aquatics activities.
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AQUATICS
Statistically Valid Survey and Market Analysis
Participation in aquatic recreation, particularly leisure pools,
is growing rapidly with lap swimming. This is true both
competitively and recreationally, remaining a foundation of
aquatic interest.
While current use of the Redmond Pool is slightly below
both regional and national levels, , a majority of respondents
to the Statistically Valid Sur vey acknowledged an indoor
swimming / aquatic center would be beneficial. A majority of
the respondents stated they would use a new indoor aquatics
facility. Respondents also prioritized an indoor swimming pool
above other community recreation facilities.
Conditions Analysis
The Redmond Pool at Hartman Park does not meet the needs of
the aquatics community: learn to swim classes are significantly
oversubscribed and multi-year wait lists are common; lanes are
over-crowded for team practices and meets; the pool deck is
small; spectator seating is insufficient, the mechanical and pool
systems are failing despite a recent limited repair; and there
are no facilities for parties, team meetings or dr y-land training.
Access for the disabled is compromised in several places.
The building is minimally insulated and, therefore, wasteful of
heating energy.
Program Analysis
The pool provides little amenity in the form of meeting space,
additional training space, and fitness aquatics. There is a desire
for a leisure pool with family changing rooms. In short, in order
to meet the community’s stated program needs, the Redmond
Pool (pool and building) requires either a complete renovation
and addition, or replacement.
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ATHLETICS
Indoor athletics considered in this study include gym space
for league play and drop-in participation in sports including
volleyball, pickleball and basketball as well as physical fitness
activities including aerobics, yoga, jazz-ercise, cardio and weight
training.
Statistically Valid Survey and Market Analysis
New fitness and exercise amenities were favored by a majority
of the respondents. Identification of indoor fitness and exercise
amenities were led by an indoor running / walking track ,
aerobics/fitness space, gymnasiums for basketball, volleyball,
etc., and weight room/cardiovascular equipment area.
Regional participation in indoor athletics surpasses national
averages in most categories. Basketball minimally lags national
average participation rates.
Conditions Analysis
While the gymnasium at the Old Redmond Schoolhouse
Community Center is in good condition, it is oversubscribed.
Program Analysis
Ownership by the Lake Washington School District makes
substantial alteration of the ORSCC a financial challenge
depending on how an alteration might be funded. Both staff and
focus groups identified need for additional space for athletic
programs – basketball, volleyball, and jazzercise – as well as
“drop-in” use of the gymnasium.
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ARTS (ATTENDANCE)
In conducting this study, consideration of the arts fell into two
categories: Arts (Attendance) and Arts (Participation). Arts
(Attendance) concerns performing arts – theater, spoken word
(poetr y readings), dance, and musical performance including
both public audiences and performers. Arts (Participation), on
the other hand, includes arts that are not directed toward public
performance. These include visual arts classes (ceramics,
painting, crafts), dance and music classes.
Statistically Valid Survey and Market Analysis
Slightly over half the respondents indicated a need for performing
arts spaces. This is consistent with regional averages. Among
those activities most popular are plays, poetr y readings and, to
a lesser extent, art/craft fairs.
Conditions Analysis
Arts facilities for performance / display are provided at the
Redmond Senior Center, the Old Redmond Schoolhouse
Community Center and the Old Fire House Teen Center. Facility
conditions at the Redmond Senior Center are generally good
and the spaces suitable to a range of performance activities
in the Social Hall. The Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community
Center also provides space for a range of arts related activities.
The auditorium suffers from poor acoustics and environmental
controls. The Old Fire House Teen Center provides a well-used
venue for music and spoken word performance and some
incidental display space. The rough character of the space is
part of the Teen Center’s value.
Program Analysis
A visible, readily accessible galler y for the display of visual art
is lacking. Focus groups also identified an absence of dedicated
performing arts spaces in Redmond, including a 500 seat theater
besides those owned by the Lake Washington School District.
Finally, a place for the production and display of digital arts was
viewed to have potential as a local amenity.
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ARTS (PARTICIPATION)
Statistically Valid Survey and Market Analysis
National participation in arts activities is lower than local
attendance rates. Benchmark data regarding participation in arts
activities was exceeded by interest in arts and hobby rooms.
In addition, slightly over half of the respondents indicated a
sentiment toward the inclusion of community gathering spaces.
Among indoor recreation amenities, slightly less than half of
respondents indicated they would use instructional classes (i.e.
dance, arts) and performing and visual arts facilities.
Conditions Analysis
Arts facilities performance / display are provided at the Redmond
Senior Center, the Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community
Center and the Old Fire House Teen Center. Facility conditions
at the Redmond Senior Center are generally good and arts/crafts
activities are accommodated in classrooms. The Old Redmond
Schoolhouse Community Center provides space for a range of
arts related activities. The ceramics studio is well-used though
long-term flexibility will be a challenge. Visual arts display
space, however, is inadequate. Arts activities – recording studio,
photographic darkroom equipment, silk-screening materials –
exist at the Teen Center. Corridors in all three facilities are used
for display, but lighting is generally inadequate and the space is
not conducive to art appreciation.
Program Analysis
Redmond’s existing arts facilities are well-used but insufficient
to meet community demand. Additional rooms supporting a
variety of arts and crafts activities would benefit the community
significantly. A visible, readily accessible galler y for the display
of art is lacking.
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SENIOR SERVICES

Statistically Valid Survey and Market Analysis
Approximately one third of respondents indicated additional
senior citizen amenities were somewhat or strongly needed.
Redmond’s population of 25 to 44 year olds exceeds the national
average while the population of 45 year olds to those older than
75 years old is slightly below the national average.
Conditions Analysis
The Senior Center is generally in ver y good condition and ser ves
its patrons well.
Program Analysis
Expanding programs for younger seniors was stated as an
objective of Parks and Recreation personnel. These programs
would acknowledge the greater range of physical and cultural
activities desired. Specific program needs include music, arts,
and evening classes.
Wellness facilities and physical fitness programs are anticipated
to be in higher demand as the population ages. However, as
noted above, the Redmond senior population is currently lower
than the national average.
Super vised exercise and social programs for adults with medical
or disabling conditions have been shown to build physical
strength and promote human interaction. An adult day health
center could provide personal care ser vices, and add skilled
nursing and rehabilitative therapy ser vices under the super vision
of the client’s physician.
There are currently no facilities in the Redmond area that provide
either adult day care or adult day health ser vices as defined by
the Washington code.
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TEEN SERVICES

Statistically Valid Survey and Market Analysis
A need for additional teen amenities was indicated as at least
somewhat needed by over one third of respondents. Although
the percentage of Redmond’s teen population is lower than the
national average, teen population growth to 2014 is likely to
significantly surpass the national average.
Conditions Analysis
The Old Firehouse Teen Center is in fair condition and requires
continued maintenance. However, the provisional character
of the building, it’s raw, earthy qualities and its patina have
made the Old Fire House Teen Center extremely popular with
teenagers. These qualities may be irreplaceable.
Program Analysis
Teen Center programs have been successful especially in areas
such as counseling, arts, and, especially, music recording and
performance. There is a need for expansion of counseling, arts,
computer access and food ser vice as well provision of wellness/
fitness facilities for teens. There is a desire for a video studio,
an indoor skate park, a covered outdoor basketball court, and
additional staff office space.
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CHILDREN’S SERVICES

Statistically Valid Survey and Market Analysis
The projected population of children in Redmond is expected to
exceed growth rates nationally, especially in the 5-17 year old
age group. In the greater Redmond area, the increase of the
population under 5 years old is anticipated to slightly outpace
the national average . In short, the youth population of Redmond
is growing faster than obser ved nationally.
Nearly half the respondents stated that area for before and
after school programs were needed was as least somewhat
needed. Nearly half also indicated childcare for parents using
the Community Center was somewhat needed and preschool
program space was indicated as somewhat needed by over one
third of the respondents. Among 23 amenities, area for before
and after school programs ranked 7th. Youth and indoor play
activities were among amenities that one third of households
indicated they would use. However, there was a high level of
satisfaction with existing programs: satisfaction with youth
sports leagues and camps, youth/teen classes/day camps and
pre-school activity classes was indicated by a “super majority”
of respondents. A children’s play area was indicated as the
second highest priority among amenities, trailing only an indoor
swimming pool.
Conditions Analysis
Only the Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center
auditorium provides space for children, principally in the form
of a short-term daycare center for parents attending Community
Center activities. The space has no direct connection to the
outdoors, no natural light and limited ventilation.
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Program Analysis
The limited childcare facility in the Schoolhouse is for children
of parents involved in Community Center activities. The existing
facility has neither adequate restrooms nor storage .
Programs lacking among Redmond Parks and Recreation facilities
include a drop-in daycare and a place for children’s activities.
Childcare at the an aquatics facility would be an asset.
Day camps and classes for children were described as ver y
oversubscribed. For example, Girls on the Run needs more
indoor and outdoor training space to accommodate demand.
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General

Success of Redmond Parks and Recreation indoor recreation
programming has been achieved by considerable effort in
adapting and maintaining its facilities. Facility summaries
for each of the four buildings studied is intended to provide
an over view of the buildings’ capacities to support existing
programs and program expansions in terms of location, layout,
general condition and potentials for expansion. Treatment of
each of the facilities is discussed in terms of alteration levels
ranging from facility maintenance to expansion to meet limited
program goals or replacement. Specific discussion of building
systems – fire and seismic (or earthquake) life safety, heating,
ventilating and air conditioning and building exterior conditions
– roofs, walls, windows – is discussed in the existing conditions
analysis.
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OLD REDMOND SCHOOLHOUSE COMMUNITY CENTER (ORSCC)
The Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center is valued by
both the community and Parks and Recreation staff. It provides
useable space for a wide range of activities within Redmond’s
downtown. The building is more intensely and successfully used
than obser ved in comparable facilities nationally. Moreover, the
building was built in 1922 and holds historic significance to the
community.

Recommendation:

However, despite its downtown location, the community as
a whole is not fully aware of the ORSCC’s presence or the
programs offered. The building lacks adequate signage, is
considered isolated and is easily confused for the school it once
was. Parking, shared with the Redmond Elementar y School, is
insufficient for peak loads. Ownership of the ORSCC and its
site by the Lake Washington School District makes significant
improvements financially challenging. Significant improvements
to leased property are generally not viewed as advisable long
term investments.
The building layout originally supported early 20th centur y
educational purposes and is no longer conducive to a stateof-the-art community center: multiple entrances and stairs
challenge super vision and control. The Schoolhouse lacks a
public gathering area and a range of classroom sizes. Office
areas are on multiple floors and poorly organized. The front
desk is small and unwelcoming.
While limited renovations were completed in 1997 (seismic
upgrades), 2003 (sprinkler system), and 2007 (kitchen/
auditorium), seismic (earthquake) life-safety, mechanical and
electrical systems, and disabled access should be improved.
Energy efficiency could also be improved.
The Schoolhouse currently struggles to ser ve the growing
interest in the facility. The gymnasium is oversubscribed, the
acoustics in the Auditorium are poor, art display is provisional,
the kitchen is too small for some classes, spaces for a wide
range of community uses are limited, and more storage is
needed. Expansion or a change in use would require a substantial
alteration to improve seismic life-safety and building systems.
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Limited renovation of the Schoolhouse to better ser ve existing
programming is feasible. The objectives of a limited renovation
would include continuity of use with provision for a greater range
of community gathering spaces, a galler y for walk-in traffic, and
inclusion of a café or more publically oriented food ser vice.
Additional community gathering space could be provided within
an existing classroom space. Provision of an art galler y is more
challenging operationally: the ORSCC’s visible confusion for a
school conflicts with conventional art display and its connection
to sidewalk / street life. A café could be provided as an expansion
of the existing kitchen or as an area taken from the existing
Auditorium. These minor program modifications would be less
likely to involve a change in use.
Renovation ser ving a substantially changed program is feasible.
However, a change in use would likely require a full renovation
including seismic life safety, mechanical and electrical upgrades.
For example, conversion to artist live/work units would require
a major infrastructure upgrade within a leased building.
Expansion to provide for additional gymnasium and performance
space would require additional parking and limit or reduce
open space on the site. The northeast corner of the site
would allow an addition in the range of 4,700 square feet with
accommodation for access around the east side. The parking
lot to the west represents a large (46,000 square feet) area for
potential development. However, the lost parking would need to
be replaced and additional parking provided with any expansion
in use. With the existing site constraints, parking would require
a structure. While technically feasible, an addition to the roof of
the building would be challenging structurally and would alter
the building’s historic character. Ownership of the site by the
Lake Washington School District makes an addition procedurally
and financially more complex.
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REDMOND SENIOR CENTER (RSC)
The Redmond Senior Center is a highly successful, well-used
and operated facility requiring minimal change to meet the
community’s stated objectives. It is nearly 20 years old and
in good condition. Programming ser ves a range of patrons
but space and facility limitations challenge programming for
wellness / fitness.

Recommendation:

A limited renovation of the Senior Center would include
maintenance improvements, upgrades to existing systems and
modest changes in programming to better ser ve the senior
population.
Alternatively, the Center could be expanded to include wellness
/ fitness facilities such as weight and cardio fitness training,
and/or therapy pool. The Senior Center is viewed as a place for
active participation in social and arts activities. Therefore, an
adult day care center, while a potential asset, was considered
inappropriate by current users.
An addition within the courtyard of the Senior Center, while
feasible, would eliminate or significantly diminish natural light
into the Social Hall and Classrooms. An addition as large as
7,500 square feet at the northwest would provide an edge to
the Sammamish River Trail but attaching to the existing building
circulation and entries would require significant and costly
building layout modifications. An addition of 3,000 square feet
along the east wall facing the parking area would likely require
significant reconfiguration of the administrative space. A 7,000
square foot addition at the southeast corner would be feasible
and could connect well to existing circulation. A second stor y
addition, though feasible, would require substantial structural
improvements and an elevator. The roof monitor lighting the
lounge and primar y circulation should be preser ved, significantly
limiting the configuration of any second stor y addition.
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OLD FIRE HOUSE TEEN CENTER (OFH)
The Old Firehouse Teen Center is a vital gathering place for
Redmond’s (and neighboring communities’) teenagers. In its
brief histor y, it has become notable for its connection to local
music, teen programs and performances. The success of the
Center, based on its popularity with teenagers, stems from
a combination of the building’s location convenient to public
transit, the skills and interests of the Center staff and the
character of the building itself.
Current programming lends itself to a separate or “standalone” teen facility, preferably with strong links to other indoor
recreation buildings.
The building is in fair condition: heating and ventilation is poor
and the building envelope is uninsulated and has evidence of
some water infiltration, the structure is beneficially occupied
and can be improved. The building’s condition appears to hold
considerable appeal for teenagers who have appropriated the
rooms and open spaces.
Two alternatives for the Old Fire House Teen Center include
1) renovation to improve building systems, building envelope
– exterior finishes, windows and thermal insulation – , spatial
relationships and life-safety, or 2) replacement.
An additional 2,500 square feet bringing the total area of the
OFH to approximately 11,000 square feet would allow the
Teen Center to expand programs to include counseling, food
preparation, computers, wellness / fitness, and arts. Renovation
or addition holds the possibility of retaining those qualities that
have made the building comfortable for teenagers. While those
qualities would be lost with replacement, the mission of the
Teen Center could be ser ved in another location.
Currently, parking for the Teen Center does not meet code
requirements. An addition would require additional parking
or negotiation with the City regarding parking requirements.
With an addition, the parking requirement would likely be
approximately 23 to 25 spaces in total, most effectively placed
east and north of the building.
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Parking requirements leave the potential for additions north, west
and south of the Teen Center. A 1,200 square foot addition to
the northeast would provide space for expanded programming:
classroom, meeting room, showers or a kitchen. An addition
to the southwest corner would offer the possibility of a proper
entr y and, possibly, additional office or counseling space. An
addition along the west property line for office, counseling
space or classrooms, though allowable and situated to expand
necessar y uses, would compromise daylight access. Adding as
much as 1,400 square feet to the assembly space is feasible but
adding assembly space was not considered necessar y by staff.
Balancing the cost of renovation and the developing mission
of the facility, replacement may be cost effective. It should
be noted that the success of the Teen Center depends in some
measure on the informal, make-shift character of the existing
building. Any change to that quality through replacement risks the
success of the program as a whole. Infrastructure improvements
– structure, heating, ventilation, plumbing and electrical systems
– are often ver y invasive. However, in utilitarian structures like
the Old Firehouse Teen Center, exposing these systems can
contribute to the character of the building. Improvements to the
exterior enclosure – additional insulation, new building siding
and windows – can be made and, while altering the appearance
of the building, would reduce maintenance and operational
costs.
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REDMOND POOL AT HARTMAN PARK
The Redmond Pool is located outside the downtown in a single
family zone. The pool itself is well used by the community,
from young to old, individuals to teams. However, the narrow
decks are insufficient for competition and the 6-lane pool is too
small for teams to train comfortably. The building is not wholly
compliant with standards for disabled access (ADA). Parking
ser ves both the pool and Hartman Park and is inadequate.
Typically, “stand-alone” aquatics facilities like the Redmond
Pool do not generate sufficient revenue to pay for capital,
maintenance and operations costs. Redmond Pool does not
meet minimal standards of contemporar y community aquatics
facilities and it has outlived its useful ser vice life requiring
extensive system repair or replacement, Nor does the pool meet
the needs of any of its user groups for recreation, competition,
fitness, or instruction.
An immediate renovation to improve disabled access, replace
the roof, update the locker rooms, improve seismic life-safety
and correct mechanical deficiencies has been considered and is
being undertaken by the current pool lessee. However, access
to the main air duct will likely require demolition of the pool
deck. In addition, the pool liner will soon need to be replaced.
These items represent a major renovation in the near future.
Such a renovation would remove most of the existing building
systems and substantially impact ever y surface. Moreover, work
within the existing building would be exceptionally challenging.
Undertaking a full renovation of the Redmond Pool would require
extraordinar y construction means and methods in structural
shoring and movement of large equipment in confined spaces.
A party room and dr y-land training room are recommended to
improve revenue potential and programming. There is ample
site area to consider expansion, however. For example, a 1,500
square foot party room/team room could be built on the existing
sun patio. Space around the perimeter could be added but is
constrained by the location of the existing mechanical room
at the east. Expansion of the locker rooms north and south
are feasible, but due to the amount of infrastructure affected,
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quite invasive and costly. None of these additions overcome the
deficiency of pool size for current aquatics activities. Widening
the pool would require moving the mechanical room, moving the
east wall and, consequently, replacement of the entire concrete
structure.
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existing conditions
Existing conditions of the four indoor recreation facilities
were obser ved in a series of site visits and staff inter views.
The existing conditions analyses are general and intended
to guide further feasibility consideration of sustaining the
various facilities. The building exterior envelopes – windows,
doors, cladding, masonr y, concrete and roofs – were obser ved,
photographs and conditions evaluated. Interior conditions were
similarly evaluated. The buildings’ capacities to withstand
seismic or earthquake forces was not calculated. However,
both the Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center and the
Old Firehouse Teen Center have had recent limited seismic lifesafety upgrades. The conditions of plumbing, heating, ventilation
and air conditioning systems were obser ved but information on
these building systems was gathered principally from Parks and
Recreation personnel.
Preliminar y building and zoning code reviews were conducted
to identify major existing code compliance issues and potential
ramifications of repair, renovation or expansion.
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Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center

General Conditions
The Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center (ORSCC)
was built in 1922 with an addition in the 1940’s and a series
of limited renovations from 1997, 2003 and 2007. The school
and site are owned by the Lake Washington School District
and were leased to the City of Redmond in 1997 on a 40-year
term. The Schoolhouse is considered a “building of (historic)
significance” by the City of Redmond. This historic designation
limits what types of improvements can be made. The ORSCC is
identified in the Comprehensive Plan as an exemplar y activity
in the Downtown.
Site and Building Configuration: The site, located within the
Downtown District “East Hill” Zone, is approximately 2.75
acres, including a parking area with 87 spaces to the west, a
landscaped area to the south and ser vice access and several
parking spaces to the east. The parking area is insufficient for
peak use, and is shared with the adjacent elementar y school.
Playfields to the north are used by the Redmond Elementar y
School to the east, and the City does not have use of these
playfields.
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The building is a two-stor y, T-shaped, 45,400 square foot brick
veneer and wood frame building. The original school entr y doors
are on the south and provide access to a U-shaped corridor
surrounding the auditorium. The corridor provides access to
perimeter program spaces. The gymnasium forms the vertical
leg of the T. Mechanical equipment is contained largely in the
basement below a storage room at the east. Except for the
gymnasium, the building is poorly organized and laid out for
active recreation uses. It also lacks a public gathering area or
community living room.
Exterior: The masonr y – brick and mortar – appears to be in good
condition. The large mortar joints have been selectively pointed
recently. This later mortar does not match to the original mortar
in color or texture. Painted concrete spandrel panels on the
west side of the building have a number of cracks.
The Gymnasium is sheathed in what appears to be painted,
surface fastened cement board panels. This sheathing is in
fair condition. The Dance Studio Addition to the northwest is
sheathed in painted plywood that is showing some signs of
failure.
The original wood windows were replaced in a recent renovation
and are in good condition. However, poor installation of the
windows has resulted in repeated maintenance. The existing
windows do not match the original double hung wood
windows.
The roof was replaced in 1997. It was inspected by Wetherholt
Associates in 2002 and appears to be in ser viceable condition.
Interior: The public spaces of the ORSCC are in fair to good
condition. The primar y entr y – from the northwest – is considered
uninviting. The corridor finishes consist of composition tile
floors and painted plaster walls and ceilings with composition
wainscot in areas. The composition tiles are cracked and
buckling in several locations, evidencing adhesion or substrate
problems. Doors are flush, clear finished wood.
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Systems
Structural / Seismic Life Safety: A limited seismic upgrade
completed in 1990’s predated recent developments in seismic
life-safety codes and in system analysis. There is no evidence of
masonr y veneer anchorage particularly above exits.
HVAC: The building is heated by low-pressure steam boilers
ser ving radiators beneath windows. The boiler and radiators are
of recent installation and are reported to be in good condition.
A new control system is anticipated. Excessive heat has been
reported in several classrooms.
Air conditioning has been provided at several areas. A project
moving thermostats from the air conditioning units to the walls
is intended to improve user comfort. The air conditioning unit in
Room 201 has evidenced some ser vice challenges.
The building and restrooms, in particular, are insufficiently
ventilated.
Plumbing fixtures – both toilets and lavatories – appear to be
original on the east side of the building while those on the
west side were replaced in the 1990’s. A number of the original,
floor-mounted toilets floor bolts are failing. Due to the scarcity
of replacement parts, original flushometers are being replaced
as they fail. The building lacks showers.
Piping: The piping is reported to be in good condition except for
galvanized piping in the crawlspace.
Fire Protection: A wet-pipe sprinkler system consisting of a
main pipe in the corridor with branches into the program spaces
was installed in the 1990’s. The crawlspace beneath the first
floor is also sprinklered.
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Electrical: The electrical system appears to be a composite of
old and new wiring and panels. Electrical panels are distributed
around the ORSCC. Light fixtures are in the process of being
upgraded from mid-20th centur y, baffled T-12 fluorescent fixtures
to T-8 fluorescent fixtures. Although the upgrade will result in
greater power efficiency, the light quality will remain only fair.
There is a general lack of technology in the building, making it
difficult to attract rentals. There are no security cameras, or
intercom system.
Accessibility and Exiting: A ramp at the northwest entr y provides
the single disabled access to the ORSCC. Inside the building,
an elevator provides access to the 2nd floor. Although most
doors appear to be sufficiently wide for disabled access, the
restrooms are not accessible. There is one accessible restroom
and shower on the 2nd floor.
There are four exit stairs, none complying with current lifesafety standards. The two original stairs do not exit directly to
the exterior. Stairs in the northeast and northwest corners are
adjacent to primar y exit doors but are not properly separated
from adjacent spaces.
Programming
Athletics: The ORSCC provides space for a range of activities
both on-going and occasional. The Gymnasium is used for
athletics – basketball, volleyball, gymnastics, yoga, aerobics,
and martial arts classes. The various user groups have suggested
the Gymnasium is oversubscribed. The Gymnasium is also
available for rent to community groups. Due to the gym’s heavy
use, there is no time for drop-in activites.
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Community: Space in the ORSCC is rented to a variety of
organizations. Calvar y Church now rents a classroom for 4
hours on Sundays and the Medina School rents classroom and
administrative space on the 2nd floor. A small childcare facility
is operated in the Auditorium ser ving parents who are attending
classes elsewhere in the building. Meeting rooms, the Kitchen
and the Auditorium are available for rent to community groups.
The Meeting Rooms are generally adequate for meetings of 25
to 30 participants but too large for smaller gatherings.
Childcare: Day camps now operate from the ORSCC and are
generally considered oversubscribed. Girls on the Run, a
program for 3rd to 5th grade girls, has unsuccessfully sought
training space.
Arts: Ceramics classes are held in the ceramics studio. Art
is displayed primarily in the first floor corridor. The Arts
Commission would like to see the building used as a home for
other arts organizations.
Administration: Administrative functions in the ORSCC include
Redmond Parks and Recreation staff. These offices are
distributed on two floors without a good internal connection.
The front desk is too small and uninviting. The Redmond
Historical Society maintains an administration and collections
within the Schoolhouse. The Historical Society would like more
space.
Storage: There is insufficient storage for both short and long
term lease-holders.
Other: Identified needs for the building include adding a
teaching kitchen, a place to ser ve food and alcohol, restroom
upgrades, incorporating full ADA compliance, and a drop-in child
care room.
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OLD REDMOND SCHOOLHOUSE COMMUNITY CENTER
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Redmond Senior Center

General Conditions
The Redmond Senior Center was built in 1990 to provide social,
educational, cultural and meeting spaces for Redmond’s senior
population. The Senior Center furthers the objectives of the
Comprehensive Plan, incorporating green areas and recreation with
access to the Sammamish River. It is a well-maintained facility
with a variety of programs.
Site and Building Configuration: The Senior Center forms part of
a campus of civic buildings including the City Hall, public safety
building / police station and a multi-level parking garage. The site
is zoned Commercial (CC4). There is a perception that there is
not enough parking despite the availability of the parking garage.
Improved signage could improve this condition. The Redmond
Regional Library is within about 500 feet.
The building is a one-story, 21,156 square foot, wood framed,
stucco and tile clad building. It is L-shaped with a social hall to the
north and activities spaces to the south and west. The principal
entry faces the parking lot to the east. A courtyard opens to the
west toward the Sammamish River. Improved connections to the
south lawn would expand the potential use of the Senior Center.
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Exterior: The exterior of the Senior Center is in good condition and
the grounds are well-maintained. The main roof was replaced in
2006. Leaks at the principal entry have caused water damage within
the foyer and stains on wood framing. The Greenhouse south and
west of the entrance shows signs of long term water infiltration.
Approximately ¾ of the glazing seals in the roof monitors have
failed resulting in condensation in the glazing space. Similar glazing
seal failure was observed in the Greenhouse. Some of the glass in
the Greenhouse is cracked. The exterior tile grout is beginning to
fail and an estimate for its repair has been received by Redmond
Parks and Recreation personnel.
Interior: The Senior Center is in very good condition. Flooring
materials consist of wood in the Social Hall and resilient and
carpeting elsewhere. Doors and trim are wood. Walls are painted
gypsum wallboard and acoustic tile and gypsum wallboard ceilings.
The Senior Lounge is lit by a row of skylights. Movable partitions
are in various states of disrepair and are inadequate for suitable
acoustical separation. Toilet Rooms are in good condition and
appear to conform to accessibility requirements.
Systems
Structural / Seismic Life Safety: Seismic life safety standards have
become more stringent since the Northridge, California earthquake
in 1994. However, the single story, wood-frame structures
constructed in the 1980’s and 1990’s, like the Senior Center,
are generally at lower risk. Any expansion of the Senior Center,
however, would necessitate seismic analysis, particularly at the
Social Hall.
HVAC: The heating, ventilation and air-conditioning system was
replaced in 2004. The fireplace in the Senior Lounge was converted
to gas. No operational HVAC problems were identified. A major
renovation of the Senior Center, though, should consider energy
conservation measures such as passive ventilation and systems to
reduce cooling loads.
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Piping: A foundation leak adjacent to the mechanical room was
repaired by routing roof drainage from a scupper to a downspout
and foundation drain away from the building. No other operational
problems with the piping were identified.
Fire Protection: The Senior Center is fully-sprinklered.
Electrical: Since the Senior Center is of fairly recent construction
and has not undergone significant program or systems changes,
the electrical system is likely sufficient. Lighting controls in the
Social Hall are obsolete and parts for the controllers are no longer
available. As a consequence, dimming is only possible from
the stage controls. As the building is designated a Red Cross
emergency shelter, it needs a back-up generator.
Accessibility and Exiting: The Senior Center is on one floor,
facilitating disabled access. Although there have been changes
to accessibility requirements since 1990, these have been minor.
The Stage in the Social Hall is accessible by a ramp meeting the
minimal standards for disabled access. Emergency egress from
the Senior Center meets the current fire and life safety codes
regarding egress width and quantity.
Equipment: The Kitchen equipment appears to be in very good
condition.
Programming
The Senior Center provides a wide range of programs for an
expanding senior population. It does not have a strong active
recreation orientation (fitness, sports, or aquatics), which makes it
more difficult to attract younger seniors. The name of the center
is also an issue when trying to attract younger users.
Food / Shop: A Kitchen, adjacent to the Dining Room and Social
Hall, is suitable for preparation of large lunches and catering. Lunch
is provided weekdays by Senior Services of King County in the
Meeting Room adjacent to the Kitchen. A coffee bar in the Senior
Lounge provides coffee and light fare. A gift shop sells local crafts.
While the gift shop is very visible, it is not well used.
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Office / Storage: The administrative offices along the east appear to
be somewhat cramped, with limited ability to expand. Storage is
an issue especially with outside user groups. The wellness office
is not well used and could be converted to other uses.
Activities: Programs include exercise classes, ballroom dancing,
big band nights, bridge groups, table tennis, and puzzles. A casual
fiction lending library and computers are convenient. Expansion
of the computer area has been considered for improvement.
Rooms forming the west wing provide space for pocket billiards,
crafts (driftwood sculpture and watercolor painting), meetings and
games. The small Greenhouse is underutilized due to both physical
condition and configuration. The large Social Hall has a slightly
elevated stage and serves as a multi-purpose space for dramatic
and musical productions as well as large gatherings. The Social
Hall is available for rent to non-Senior Center activities such as
weddings.
Transportation: Getting to and from the center continues to be an
issue for many seniors.
Specific facility needs include a fitness center, therapy pool, a
larger lobby and lounge area, a larger coffee area, a larger computer
room, and more storage.
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Old Fire House Teen Center

General Conditions
The Old Fire House Teen Center was built in 1952 purportedly by
volunteer labor for the volunteer fire department. The building
was converted to a teen center with an arts and music focus
in 1994. It appeals to teens that are not involved in sports.
A limited renovation and seismic upgrade was undertaken in
2004. The building is “funky and quirky” which seems to make
it more appealing to teens.
Site and Building Configuration: The Old Fire House Teen Center is
within the Downtown District Anderson Park Zone. This location
is ver y popular with teens and works well. However, there is
concern with redevelopment that will occur directly across the
street. Having a stand-alone teen center in a downtown location
is considered essential. The site includes a limited parking lot
with 8 spaces and a sports court to the east, a lawn to the
west, City-owned parking to the north and a fenced courtyard
or outdoor gathering space to the south.
The Teen Center is a free-standing, one-stor y structure. A narrow
corridor forms a circuit around the original hose dr ying tower.
The tower inhibits clear sight-lines and makes the building
difficult to super vise. An assembly space used for concerts and
dances occupies the original equipment bay.
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Exterior: The Teen Center is of composite steel and wood
construction and surfaced in highly textured stucco. A number of
cracks were obser ved in the stucco, particularly at connections
between different heights of the building. The original hose
dr ying tower leaks consistently. The un-insulated, metal sash
windows are in poor condition and, in several instances,
inoperable. Doors are painted steel. Aluminum overhead doors
provide warm weather access from the concert venue (assembly
space). The roof was replaced in 2004 but leaks around the
tower.
Interior: Leaks in the tower have resulted in a moldy smell. A
partial crawl space containing piping has limited access. The
Teen Center was outfitted with resilient flooring and carpet in
2004. In general, the finishes have sustained considerable wear
and the interior walls are rough textured. The assembly space is
characterized by exposed structure and finishes suggestive of
the fire house it once was.
Systems
Structural / Seismic Life Safety: A limited seismic upgrade in
2004 consists of steel braced frames in several locations.
HVAC: The heating system – ceiling hung, gas-fired unit heaters
– provides minimal cold weather thermal comfort. As a whole,
the building is thermally uncomfortable, lacking sufficient
ventilation and air conditioning.
Piping: The plumbing piping is galvanized and ser viceable. The
fixture count is insufficient to ser ve the Center at peak times.
Electrical: The electrical system is operational and the primar y
panel was installed relatively recently.
Accessibility and Exiting: The building is largely accessible.
Egress from the Teen Center is afforded by 6 exterior doors
opening at grade. The entire building may be considered an A3 occupancy. Fire sprinklers allow the area to be as great as
12,000 square feet.
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Programming
Activities: The Teen Center is actively used, providing a range
of activities and ser vices to area teenagers. The assembly
space is popular and used for dances and music and spoken
word performances throughout the year. A low mezzanine
in the assembly space ser ves for sound equipment. A small
kitchenette provides space for teens to cook and for staging a
“teen feed” operated by outside organizations. The computer
room and a small studio for silk screening are both actively
used. A game room with pool tables is a well-used social
space. A small meeting room (Couch Room) provides informal
gathering and meeting space. The studio in the northwest corner
of the building provides a popular space for local musicians to
record.
Office / Storage: The west wing of the Center provides space for
administrative and counseling staff. These could be expanded,
as could the storage available.
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The Redmond Pool at Hartman Park

General Conditions
The Redmond Pool at Hartman Park was built in 1970 as part
of King County’s “For ward Thrust” program. It is in fair to poor
condition and has a long list of deferred maintenance issues.
The building is owned by King County until May 2010, when
ownership is expected to revert to the City of Redmond (there
remains some question about actual ownership of the pool when
the bonds are paid). The Northwest Center leases and operates
the pool for the City of Redmond.
Site and Building Configuration: The Redmond Pool, roughly
13,000 square feet in area, is sited in the northeast corner
of Hartman Park, a 40 acre city park that includes ball fields,
basketball, soccer fields, picnic tables, tennis courts and
restrooms and parking. Parking is considered inadequate. The
park is adjacent to Horace Mann Elementar y School and across
the street from Redmond High School.
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The building consists of a conventional tank (competitive
orientation) pool room with an entr y lobby flanked by small locker
rooms and a mechanical room opposite the entr y. The pool has a
bulkhead that is no longer functional. A patio is situated outside
the southeast corner of the building.
Exterior: The Redmond Pool building structure consists of
concrete piers, pre-stressed beams and roof with un-insulated
structural clay masonr y infill walls. The concrete and masonr y
are in good condition except for the masonr y caps around the
patio walls. Windows and doors are aluminum frame and sash
in good condition. Glass is a combination of single and double
glazing. The walls are terminated at standing seam, sheet metal
mansards and sheet metal roof flashings. The sheet metal is in
fair condition showing evidence of dents from impacts.
The roof is a multi-level, asphaltic membrane evidencing
ponding and considerable wear with both delaminations and
loss of adhesion. Moss and pine needles have accumulated on
the south side of the upper roof and traffic areas have lost
granular texture. The wood substructure for a metal equipment
screen above the entr y is in poor condition. Downspouts are
PVC and at least one bracket is not secure. Concrete splashblocks show evidence of spalling and accumulation of moss and
pine needles. Pyramidal skylights at the upper roof appear to
be in good condition but the curbs have peeling paint and moss
growth.
The drain covers at the patio are damaged. Two benches are in
fair condition requiring maintenance. Slab dividers have rotted.
Interior: The interior surfaces of the Redmond Pool have been
minimally maintained, showing signs of neglect. The pool deck
– exposed concrete aggregate – terminates in a tile pool edge
and is ponding on the south side. The fiberglass pool liner is
likely at the end of its ser vice life. Starting blocks have surface
corrosion.
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Wood sound baffles around the pool are in fair condition and the
insulation behind them has been damaged by years of humidity,
chlorine and splashing. The wood ceiling above the west end
of the pool is in fair condition showing signs of little neglect
and the effects of chlorine and humidity. The ceiling mounted
acoustic panels appear to be in good condition.
Locker room floors are 1x1 tiles and in good condition with no
visible delamination or failure. The grout is missing in areas.
The floor beneath folding wood bleachers is not clean. Doors
from the pool deck have been removed.
There is evidence of some metal corrosion including door
hardware. Condensation, particularly at the south corner
windows appears to be an issue.
The pool deck is ver y small. The pool, itself, is 120 feet long
with a moveable bulkhead by 45 feet (6 lanes) wide. As a
consequence, team practices are often crowded with as many
as 10 swimmers in a lane.
Systems
Structural/ Seismic Life Safety: As a concrete frame and masonr y
building constructed in 1970, the Redmond Pool would likely
require seismic life-safety improvements as part of a substantial
alteration. Roof to wall connections and lateral load systems
would likely be focus points.
HVAC: Two air handling units appear to be in ser viceable
condition with stainless steel ductwork. The building mechanical
system controller was operating but, in 2005, evidenced some
erroneous reporting and a failed humidity sensor.
The ventilation fan on the north side of the pool requires
cleaning. Damper shafts and air vents at the perimeter curb are
oxidizing.
Piping: Domestic
operational.
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Pool: Piping across the pool was recently replaced. The deck
drain at the northeast corner of the pool is reportedly slow.
The northwest drain is elevated above the surrounding deck
and requires manually directing the water to the drain. The deck
drain covers are stainless steel and in good condition. There are
no pool covers. The boilers were installed in 2004 and in good
condition. The pool is not Virginia Graeme Baker Act compliant:
a major issue that should be addressed immediately.
Fire Protection: Redmond Pool is not sprinklered.
Electrical: The electrical system is operational. Lighting was
upgraded to fluorescent T-8’s in 2004.
Accessibility and Exiting: Although the entr y door has an
automatic operator for disabled access, the building is not wholly
compliant with standards for disabled access. Restrooms are
not fully ADA compliant and, due to the structural clay masonr y
construction, difficult to expand or re-plan. Doors to the pool
itself are not ADA compliant.
Programming
Activities: The Redmond Pool has a conventional tank with a
competitive orientation, and so it has little appeal as a recreational
pool. As a result, it is mostly a program pool focusing on lessons
and swim team use. The water is too deep for many youth uses.
The Pool is used for training (WAVE Aquatics, Redmond and East
Lake High Schools), water exercise classes (intensive, Senior
and Deep Water Exercise), swim instruction, lap swimming and
as a venue for occasional films.
Meeting / Social space: There is insufficient space for dr yland training or team meetings. While available for parties, the
building lacks a party room.
Specific facility needs include general renovation, larger
deck space, leisure pool, family change rooms, and a meet
management room.
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STATISTICALLY VALID SURVEY: Results

Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey
Executive Summary of Citizen Survey Results

Overview of the Methodology
The City of Redmond conducted an Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey during August and
September of 2009 regarding the current indoor recreation centers. The purpose of the survey was to
establish priorities for possible renovation or expansion of existing buildings, or consideration for
new construction. The survey was designed to obtain statistically valid results from households
throughout the City of Redmond. The survey was administered by a combination of mail and phone.
Leisure Vision worked extensively with City of Redmond officials, as well as members of the
Ballard*King and Associates project team in the development of the survey questionnaire. This
work allowed the survey to be tailored to issues of strategic importance to effectively plan the future
system.
In August 2009, surveys were mailed to a random sample of 1,500 households throughout the City
of Redmond. Approximately three days after the surveys were mailed, each household that received
a survey also received an electronic voice message encouraging them to complete the survey. In
addition, about two weeks after the surveys were mailed, Leisure Vision began contacting
households by phone. Those who indicated they had not returned the survey were given the option of
completing it by phone.
The goal was to obtain a total of 300 completed surveys. This goal was accomplished, with a total of
327 surveys having been completed. The results of the random sample of 327 households have a
95% level of confidence with a precision of at least +/-5.4%.
The following pages summarize major survey findings:

Leisure Vision/ETC Institute
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Indoor Recreation Facilities Used
From a list of 10 options, respondents were asked to select all of the types of indoor recreation facilities
their household currently uses for indoor recreation. The following summarizes key findings:


The indoor recreation facilities used by the highest percentage of households include: private
health clubs and businesses (49%), theaters or cultural performance venues (40%), Old
Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center (25%), and Redmond Pool at Hartman Park
(25%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

How Well Indoor Recreation Facilities Meet Needs
Respondent households were asked to indicate how well their needs are being met by the indoor
recreation facilities they’re currently using. The following summarizes key findings:


Fifty-seven (57%) of households indicated that the indoor recreation facilities they currently
use meet some of their needs. Thirty-one percent (31%) indicated that the facilities meet all of
their needs, and 12% indicated that the facilities do not meet any of their needs.
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Frequency of Visiting Various City Recreation Facilities
From a list of four City recreation facilities, respondents were asked to indicate how often their
household has visited each facility during the past 12 months. The following summarizes key findings:


Thirty percent (30%) of households have visited the Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community
Center during at least a few times during the past 12 months. Twenty-six percent (26%) of
households have visited the Redmond Pool at Hartman Park at least a few times during the past 12
months, 13% have visited the Redmond Senior Center, and 6% have visited the Old Fire House
Teen Center.
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

City Recreation Facility Used Most Often
From a list of four City recreation facilities, respondents were asked to select the facility their
household has used the most during the past 12 months. The following summarizes key findings:


Twenty-one percent (21%) of households have used Redmond Pool at Hartman Park most
often during the past 12 months. In addition, 18% of households have used the Old Redmond
Schoolhouse Community Center the most often, 9% have used the Redmond Senior Center most
often, and 2% have used the Old Fire House Teen Center most often.
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Level of Satisfaction with Various Aspects of the Facility Used Most
From a list of 12 options, respondents were asked to rate their level of satisfaction with each aspect of
the recreation facility their households uses the most. The following summarizes key findings:


The aspects that the highest percentage of respondents are very or somewhat satisfied with
are: user fees (76%), friendliness of staff (76%), operating hours (73%), information about
programs and services (71%), quality of instructors (70%), and knowledge of staff (69%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Reasons for Not Using Indoor Facilities
From a list of eight options, respondents were asked to indicate all of the reasons their household
doesn’t use the Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center, Old Fire House Teen Center, Redmond
Senior Center, or Redmond Pool at Hartman Park more often. The following summarizes key findings:


The most frequently mentioned reasons preventing households from using the facilities more
often are: “facilities don’t offer programs and classes I desire” (40%), “I use other facilities”
(40%), and “facilities don’t have recreation amenities I desire” (39%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Level of Need for Various Indoor Recreation Amenities
From a list of 22 various indoor recreation amenities, respondents were asked to indicate their level of
need for each amenity. The following summarizes key findings:


The features that the highest percentage of respondents feels are strongly or somewhat needed
in the community are: indoor swimming/aquatic center (64%), indoor running/walking track
(55%), theater for performing arts, lectures, movies, etc. (52%), multipurpose space for
classes, meetings, etc. (52%), and indoor playground (52%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Indoor Recreation Amenities Most Needed in Redmond
From a list of 22 various indoor recreation amenities, respondents were asked to select the three
amenities that are most needed in Redmond. The following summarizes key findings:


Based on the sum of their top three choices, the amenities that respondents feel are most
needed in Redmond are: indoor swimming/aquatic center (28%), indoor running/walking
track (22%), and an indoor playground (20%). It should also be noted that an indoor
swimming/aquatic center had the highest percentage of respondents select it as their first choice as
the amenity they feel is most needed in Redmond.
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Potential Use of New Types of Indoor Recreation Amenities
From a list of 10 options, respondents were asked to indicate all of the new types of indoor recreation
amenities their household would use in Redmond. The following summarizes key findings:


The new amenities that the highest percentage of respondents would use in Redmond are:
fitness and exercise (57%), indoor aquatics activities (55%), instructional classes (45%), and
performing and visual arts (43%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Types of Indoor Recreation Amenities Households Would Use Most Often
From a list of 10 options, respondents were asked to select the three new types of indoor recreation
amenities their household would use most often in Redmond. The following summarizes key findings:


Based on the sum of their top three choices, the new amenities that households would use most
often are: fitness and exercise (41%), indoor aquatic activities (40%), and instructional classes
(29%). It should also be noted that fitness and exercise had the highest percentage of respondents
select it as their first choice as the amenity they would use most often.
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Reasons Households Would Use an Indoor Aquatic Center
From a list of six options, respondents were asked to indicate the two reasons their household would use
an indoor aquatic center. The following summarizes key findings:


Based on the sum of their top two choices, the most frequently mentioned reasons that
respondent households would use an indoor aquatic center are: recreational swimming/water
play (51%), exercise (43%), and instructional/safety classes (36%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Reasons Households Would Use an Arts Center
From a list of five options, respondents were asked to indicate the two reasons their household would
use an arts center. The following summarizes key findings:


Based on the sum of their top two choices, the most frequently mentioned reasons that
respondent households would use an arts center are: attending a performance (55%),
instructional classes in the visual arts (45%), and special events (31%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Determining the Best Site for Future Indoor Recreation Facilities
From a list of six options, respondents were asked to select the three most important criteria in
determining the best site for future indoor recreation facilities. The following summarizes key findings:


Based on the sum of their top three choices, the most important criteria in determining the
best site for future indoor recreation facilities are: availability of adequate parking (77%) and
the downtown Redmond area (50%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Participation in City Recreation Classes or Events
Respondents were asked how often their household has participated in City of Redmond recreation
classes or events in the past year. The following summarizes key findings:


Fifty-three percent (53%) of households have participated in City recreation classes or events
at least once in the past year. Thirty percent (30%) of households have participated in City
recreation classes or events at least 3 times in the past year.
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Level of Satisfaction with Various City Recreation Classes and Activities
From a list of nine options, respondent households that have participated in City of Redmond recreation
classes or events in the past year were asked to rate their level of satisfaction with the recreation classes
and activities they’ve used. The following summarizes key findings:


The recreation classes and activities that the highest percentage of respondents are very or
somewhat satisfied with are: youth sports leagues and camps (82%), youth/teen classes/day
camps (71%), special events (68%), and pre-school activity classes (67%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Reasons Preventing Households from Participating in City Recreation
Programs More Often
From a list of eight options, respondents were asked to indicate all of the reasons preventing their
household from participating in City recreation programs more often. The following summarizes key
findings:


The reasons preventing households from participating in city recreation programs more often
are: “City doesn’t offer recreation classes I desire” (37%), “I participate in recreation classes
elsewhere” (30%), and “classes are not offered at convenient times” (27%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Ways Respondents Learn About City Recreation Programs and Activities
From a list of six options, respondents were asked to indicate all of the ways they learn about City of
Redmond recreation programs and activities. The following summarizes key findings:


The most frequently mentioned ways that respondents learn about City recreation programs
and activities are: recreation program guide (66%), friends and neighbors (28%), newspaper
(27%), and City website (25%).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Miles Households Would Drive to Use a Recreation Center
Respondents were asked how many miles their household would drive to use a recreation center if it
had the amenities they prefer. The following summarizes key findings:


Eighty-seven percent (87%) of households would drive 2 miles or more to use a recreation
center if it had the amenities they prefer. Thirty-three percent (33%) of households would travel
6 miles or more to use a recreation center if it had the amenities they prefer.
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Prioritizing Various Types of Indoor Recreation Facilities
Respondents were asked how they would distribute $100 among eight types of indoor recreation center
facilities. The following summarizes key findings:


Respondents allocated $27 out of $100 to an indoor swimming pool. The remaining $73 were
allocated as follows: children’s play area ($19), indoor walk/run track ($11), fitness area ($11),
theater ($10), arts activity spaces ($9), multipurpose room with a kitchen ($7), and gymnasium ($6).
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Priority of Expanding or Renovating Indoor Recreation Spaces
Respondents were asked how expanding or renovating indoor recreation spaces rank among the other
issues facing the City of Redmond. The following summarizes key findings:


Sixty-eight percent (68%) of respondents feel expanding or renovating indoor recreation
spaces is at least a medium priority compared to other issues facing the City of Redmond.
Thirty percent (30%) feel expanding or renovating indoor recreation spaces is a high or very high
priority.
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Demographics
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Demographics
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Demographics
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Indoor Recreation Center Feasibility Survey for the City of Redmond

Demographics
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Redmond Recreation Buildings
Design Study

June 16, 2011

Survey Form

The City of Redmond is currently assessing its indoor recreation centers and buildings including the
Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center, Old Firehouse Teen Center, Redmond Senior Center
and the Redmond Pool. Your input is a valuable part of this process. Please return your survey in the
enclosed postage-paid, return-reply envelope within the next two weeks. We greatly appreciate your
time.
Are you at least 18 years old?
____ (1) Yes (Please continue with the survey.)
____ (2) No (Please give the survey to someone in your household who is at least 18 years old.)
1. Counting yourself, how many people live in your household? ________
2. How many persons in your household (counting yourself) are?
Under 5 years _____
20 - 24 years _____
5 - 9 years
_____
25 - 34 years _____
10 - 14 years _____
35 - 44 years _____
15 - 19 years _____
45 - 54 years _____

55-64 years_____
65-74 years_____
75+ years _____

3. Where do you and your family currently go for your indoor recreation needs? (Check all that apply.)
____ (01) Old Fire House Teen Center
____ (02) Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center
____ (03) Redmond Senior Center
____ (04) Redmond Pool at Hartman Park
____ (05) Neighboring community recreation facilities
____ (06) Non-profit facilities (YMCA, etc.)
____ (07) Private health clubs and businesses
____ (08) College and university facilities
____ (09) School facilities
____ (10) Theaters or cultural performance venues
____ (11) Other: ___________________________________
____ (12) Do not use indoor recreation facilities
4. Which ONE of the following statements best represents how the recreation centers or locations that
you are currently using meet your needs?
____ (1) Meet all of your needs
____ (2) Meet some of your needs
____ (3) Do not meet any of your needs

©Leisure Vision/ETC Institute for the City of Redmond – July 31, 2009
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5. Please indicate approximately how often you and members of your household have visited each of
the following facilities during the past 12 months.
Seldom
Several
Several times
or Never times a year
a month

2 .................
2 .................
2 .................
2 .................

Once
a week

3 or more
times a week

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center ........ 1 ..............
Old Fire House Teen Center ...................................... 1 ..............
Redmond Senior Center ............................................. 1 ..............
Redmond Pool at Hartman Park................................. 1 ..............

3 ............... 4 ............... 5
3 ............... 4 ............... 5
3 ............... 4 ............... 5
3 ............... 4 ............... 5

6.

Which ONE of the recreation facilities listed in question #5 do you and members of your household
use the most often? [Please write in the letter from question #5 on the lines below for your 1st choice.
NOTE: If you do not use any facilities in Question #5 please skip to Question #8
_____
Use Most

7.

Thinking about the facility you indicated you use the most in Question #6, please rate your
satisfaction on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 means “Very Satisfied” and 1 means “Very Dissatisfied,”
with the following aspects of the facility.

How satisfied are you with:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)
(I)
(J)
(K)
(L)
8.

Very
Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Very
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Don’t
Know

Operating hours ............................................ 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Friendliness of staff ...................................... 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Knowledge of staff ....................................... 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Overall facility cleanliness ........................... 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
User fees ....................................................... 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Parking and access ........................................ 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Information about programs and services .... 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Quality of instructors .................................... 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Types of equipment available ....................... 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Safety, security, and welcoming ................... 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Building/reinforcing a sense of community . 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9
Level of technology available ...................... 5 ............ 4 ............ 3 ............. 2............... 1............ 9

Please check ALL the reasons that you and members of your household do not use the four
facilities indicated in Question #5 more often or not at all.
____ (1) The facilities do not have the recreation amenities I desire.
____ (2) The facilities are not in a convenient location.
____ (3) The facilities are too expensive.
____ (4) The facilities do not offer the programs, classes and services I desire.
____ (5) There is a lack of parking
____ (6) Hours of operation are not convenient
____ (7) Facility space is not available
____ (8) I use other facilities.
____ (9) I do not utilize indoor recreation centers or facilities.
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If the City of Redmond were to consider adding more indoor recreation amenities, which of the
specific recreation features listed below are needed in the community? For each one, please indicate
whether you think the feature is very strongly needed, somewhat needed or not needed in the
community.
Strongly
Needed

Somewhat
Needed

Not
Needed

Don't
Know

(A) Gymnasiums for basketball, volleyball, etc ..................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(B) Dance rooms for tap & ballet, ballroom, and
other styles of dance .................................................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(C) Additional teen amenities (video lab, etc.) ...................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(D) Multipurpose space (with catering kitchen) for classes,
meetings, receptions, and birthday parties .................. 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(E) Aerobics/fitness space ...................................................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(F) Arts and hobby rooms (painting, photography, etc.) ....... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(G) Additional senior citizens amenities (computer lab, etc.) 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(H) Weight room/cardiovascular equipment area .................. 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(I) Racquetball/handball courts ............................................. 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(J) Fieldhouse (indoor turfed area for soccer,
football, lacrosse, etc.) ................................................. 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(K) Indoor running/walking track........................................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(L) Preschool program space ................................................. 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(M) Childcare area for children of parents using
community centers....................................................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(N)
(O)
(P)
(Q)
(R)

Theater for performing arts, lectures, movies, etc. .......... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
Rock climbing wall .......................................................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
Area for before and after school programs ...................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
Gymnastics area ............................................................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
Indoor playground ............................................................ 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4

(S) Indoor swimming/aquatic center ...................................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(T) Indoor tennis courts.......................................................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(U) Community gathering spaces .......................................... 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(V) Cafe .................................................................................. 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
(W) Other: _______________________________ ................ 1 .................. 2 .................. 3 .................. 4
10. Which THREE of the recreation features listed in question #9 do you and members of your
household feel are MOST NEEDED in the community? [Please write in the letters from question #9
on the lines below for your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choices, or circle ‘None Needed’.]
_____
Most
Needed

_____
2nd Most
Needed

_____
3rd Most
Needed
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11. Please CHECK ALL the new types of indoor recreation amenities you or members of your
household would USE in Redmond.
_____ (01) Fitness and exercise
_____ (02) Performing and visual arts
_____ (03) Instructional classes, i.e. dance, arts and nature education
_____ (04) Indoor field sports
_____ (05) Senior activities
_____ (06) Community gatherings, i.e. meetings, parties, etc.
_____ (07) Gymnasium activities, i.e. basketball, volleyball, etc.
_____ (08) Indoor aquatics activities
_____ (09) Teen specific amenities
_____ (10) Youth indoor play activities i.e. indoor playground
_____ (11) Would not use indoor community recreation facilities
12. Which THREE of the new types of recreation amenities listed in question #11 would you and
members of your household USE most often in Redmond? [Please write in the numbers from question
#11 on the lines below for your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choices, or circle ‘None’.]
____
1st Most
Often

_____
2nd Most
Often

_____
3rd Most
Often

None

13. Listed below are purposes for which you and members of your household would use an indoor
aquatic center. Please check the TWO purposes that best describe the reasons you or members of
your household would use an indoor aquatic center.
____ (1) Instructional/safety classes (swim lessons)
____ (2) Competition
____ (3) Recreational swimming/water play
____ (4) Lap swimming
____ (5) Exercise
____ (6) Therapeutic purposes
____ (7) Other (kayaking, snorkeling, scuba, etc.)
14. Listed below are purposes for which you and members of your household would use an arts center.
Please check the TWO purposes that best describe the reasons you or members of your household
would use an arts center.
____ (1) Instructional classes in the visual arts (painting, pottery, photography, etc.)
____ (2) Instructional classes in the performing arts (dance, music, etc.)
____ (3) Attending a performance (theater or music)
____ (4) Attending an arts presentation (gallery or exhibition)
____ (5) Special events (festivals, etc.)
____ (6) Other ___________
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15.

From the list below, please select the top THREE most important criteria in determining the best
site for new indoor recreation facilities proposed in the future. [Please write the numbers in the
spaces below for your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choices, or circle ‘None’.]
______
1st Choice
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

16.

June 16, 2011

_______
2nd Choices

_______
3rd Choices

None

Proximity to major walking/bike trails
Availability of adequate parking
Downtown Redmond area
Easy access by public transportation
Close relationship with other existing recreation or community facilities
A site that is somewhere out-side of the downtown area
Other: __________________________________

How often have you and members of your family participated in any City of Redmond recreation
classes or events in the last year (i.e. youth, seniors, fitness, special events, etc.)?
____ (1) More than 5 times
____ (2) 3 to 5 times
____ (3) 1 to 2 times
____ (4) Never (go to question 17)

17. Please rate your satisfaction on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 means “Very Satisfied” and 1 means “Very
Dissatisfied”, with the following City of Redmond recreation classes and activities.
Very
Satisfied

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neutral

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Do Not
Participate

Youth sports leagues and camps ........................ 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1.............
Adult sports leagues ........................................... 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1.............
Personal growth and education .......................... 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1.............
Pre-school activity classes ................................. 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1.............

9
9
9
9

(E) Youth/Teen classes/day camps .......................... 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1............. 9
(F) Cultural arts ........................................................ 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1............. 9
(G) Special events ..................................................... 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1............. 9
(H) Fitness and wellness ........................................... 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1............. 9
(I) General activities or classes ............................... 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1............. 9
(J) Other: __________________________ ........... 5.............. 4 ............ 3 ............... 2 ................ 1............. 9
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18.

Please check ALL of the reasons that prevent you and members of your household from
participating in City of Redmond recreation programs more often.
____ (1) The City does not offer the recreation classes that I desire.
____ (2) The classes are not offered at a convenient location.
____ (3) The classes are not offered at convenient times.
____ (4) The classes are too expensive.
____ (5) The classes are not well organized and staffed.
____ (6) There is too much traffic and parking is a problem.
____ (7) Lack of transportation
____ (8) I participate in recreation classes elsewhere.
____ (9) Other: _________________________

19.

Please check ALL the ways you learn about City of Redmond recreation programs and activities.
____ (1) Newspaper
____ (2) Flyers distributed through schools
____ (3) City web site
____ (4) Recreation program guide
____ (5) From friends and neighbors
____ (6) Promotions at special events
____ (7) Other: ________________________

20. How many miles would you or members of your household be willing to drive to use a recreation
center if it had the amenities you desire? Please choose only one option.
____ (1) 10 miles or more
____ (2) 6-9 miles
____ (3) 2-5 miles
____ (4) 1 mile or less
____ (5) Would not use regardless of the distance.
21. As an example, if the City of Redmond had an additional $100 to spend on indoor recreation
facilities, how would you distribute the money among the categories listed below? [Please be sure your
total adds up to $100.]
$______ Indoor swimming pool
$______ Arts activity spaces
$______ Fitness area
$______ Gymnasium
$______ Indoor walk/run track
$______ Multipurpose room with a kitchen
$______ Theater
$______ Children’s indoor play and activities space
$ 100

TOTAL
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22. In your opinion, how would expanding or renovating indoor recreation spaces rank among the
other issues facing the City of Redmond?
____ (1) Very high priority
____ (4) Low priority
____ (2) High priority
____ (5) Don’t know
____ (3) Medium priority
DEMOGRAPHICS
23.

What is your age?

_________ years

24.

Your gender
____ (1) Male

____ (2) Female

25.

How many years have you lived in the City of Redmond? ___________ years

26.

What is your total annual household income?
____ (1) Under $25,000
____ (2) $25,000 to $49,000
____ (3) $50,000 to $74,999
____ (4) $75,000 to $99,999
____ (5) $100,000 or more

27.

Which of the following best describes your racial or ethnic background? (check only one)
____ (1) African American
____ (6) Pacific Islander
____ (2) Hispanic/Latino
____ (7) East Indian
____ (3) Asian
____ (8) Multi-ethnic
____ (4) Caucasian/Non Latino
____ (9) Other:________________________
____ (5) Native American

This concludes the survey. Thank you for your time.
Please return your Completed Survey in the Enclosed Return-Reply Envelope
Addressed to: ETC Institute, 725 W. Frontier Circle; Olathe, Kansas 66061

Your response will remain completely confidential.
The address information on the sticker to the right will
ONLY be used to help identify areas with special interests

©Leisure Vision/ETC Institute for the City of Redmond – July 31, 2009
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CODES AND AGENCY COORDINATION
For an expanded summary of applicable codes and regulations, refer to the
preliminary Code Analysis summaries in this section.
Redmond Municipal Code
Three of the facilities are within the downtown zones, with the pool located
in a single family zone. All are allowed uses for their locations. The pool as
it exists is allowed, some of the aquatic facility program elements would
likely be allowed as conditional uses. Parking is the one element that is in
short supply at all facilities, and with any expansion would be required to
be brought up to current standards.
The Redmond Community Development Guide (RCDG), and the Redmond
Comprehensive Plan (RCP) can be found at:
http://www.codepublishing.com/WA/redmond.html
International Building Code (IBC) with Washington State
Amendments
Washington State amendments to the 2006 International Building Code
can be found at:
http://sbcc.wa.gov
Pool Code
Washington State Pool rules can be found at:
Chapter 246-260 WAC Water Recreation Facilities
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=246-260
Chapter 246-262 WAC Recreational Water Contact Facilities
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=246-262
Other
Other codes and regulations referenced include, but are not limited to: ANSI
A1117.1 Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities, 2006 Washington
State Energy Code, 2006 International Mechanical Code with Washington
State amendments, 2006 International Plumbing Code with Washington
State amendments, National Electrical Code, and NFPA.
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Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center (ORSCC)

CODE ANALYSIS - Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center
Date

Project

Redmond Recreation Facilities - Phase I Part A

Building Official Consulted

GENERAL
Project Description
Building Address
Applicable Building Code
Zoning Jurisdiction

16600 NE 80th Street, Redmond, WA 98052
2006 International Building Code w/ Washington Amendments, Washington State Energy Code
City of Redmond

Other Regulatory Agencies

ZONING ANALYSIS
Legal Description

Tax Parcel Number
Building Owner
Year Built
Deed Restrictions/Easements

King County Property Type
Redmond Zoning
Allowed or Conditional Use

City Landmark Status

Site Area

PORTION OF SW QTR OF SW QTR & SE QTR OF SW QTR STR 01-25-05 DAF: COMM AT INTERSECTION
OF E LN 166TH AVE NE & S LN SD SW QTR TH N 01-08-50 E ALG SD E LN 30.00 FT TO TPOB TH CONTG
N 01-08-50 E ALG SD E LN 320.00 FT TH S 88-51-10 E 88.00 FT TH S 73-57-41 E 126.30 FT TH S 89-08-24
E 192.00 FT TH S 00-51-36 W 286.49 FT TO PT ON N MGN NE 80TH ST TH N 89-08-24 W ALG SD N MGN
403.50 FT TO TPOB
AKA LOT A CITY OF REDMOND LOT LINE REVISION NO 96-006 REC NO 9608079002 LESS POR DEEDED
TO CITY OF REDMOND FOR ROAD UNDER REC # 20030918000046
012505-9013
Lake Washington School District #414 (40 year lease to City of Redmond, started in 1997)
1927 (Per King County - effective year 1965)
Utility Easement #20030918000045 (Exhibit "A" attached)
Deed of Dedication/ R.O.W. Easement #20030918000046 (Exhibit "B" attached)
Sidewalk & Utility Easement #20030918000047 (Exhibit "B" attached)
C-Commercial (CC6), Governmental Service (Community Service Center)
Downtown District "East Hill" zone
Permitted Uses:
General Retail
General Services
Family Day Care (1-6 children)
Residential Multi-Family & Townhouses
Senior Housing
Public Facilities & Local Utilities

Special Uses:
Conditional Uses:
Mini Day Care (7-12 children) Broadcast & Relay Towers
Day Care Center (13+ children)
Large Satellite Dishes
Amateur Radio Antennas
Wireless Communication
Facilities

Nominated:
Unknown

City Council
Included in King County historic
Resolution 1038: property inventory. Not considered
eligible for state or national landmark
March 4, 1997
status due to inappropriate window
modifications, and certain interior
modifications from the 1970's.

"Building of Historic
Significance"

119,790 SF (2.75 acres)
Existing:

45,400 SF
Proposed:
(per 2006 permit submittal)

Building Coverage

Coverage Allowed
Existing area
Existing %

Unknown
30,981 sf
26%

Proposed area
Proposed %

TBD
TBD

Landscape Requirements

Site Area
Minimum Allowed

Setback Standards

Front
Rear
Side Street
Side
Between Bldgs on
Site

25'
10'
25'
Depends on loc'n
2 X the side yard

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Building Area

TBD
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Building Height

Parking

RCDG
20D.130.10020(2)

Fences

June 16, 2011

Existing
Maximum Allowed

2 stories
4 stories, up to max. 8 Proposed
stories with TDR

Total required
Existing

Min.: 2/1,000 SF GFA = 62 spaces
Max.: 3.5/1,000 SF GFA = 108 spaces
87 spaces
Proposed

Maximum height

6' (confirm)

TBD

TBD

BUILDING CODE ANALYSIS
Occupancy Group

303.1, 304

Assembly A-3
(Auditorium for 300
people)

Construction Type

602.5 & table 601

Type: V-A per 2006
permit submittal

Fire Sprinklers

table 503 &
601

Building Height

table 503 and 601

Refer section 602.3 pg. 85, Table 601 (refer a. and b.) pg. 87

Sprinklered per 2006 permit submittal

No. of stories allowed 3 stories

Existing
504.2

table 503 and 601

5 stories
2 stories

Basic allowable area

Proposed

42,500 SF

3 flrs allowed (A-3)
6 flrs allowed (B)
Total allowable area

11,500 SF x3
18,000 SF x6
142,500 SF

Total allowable area

142,500 SF

34,500 SF
108,000 SF

30,981 SF (45,400 SF per 2006 permit submittal)
TBD

Total number of occupants

Occupant Load
Factor

Area
Business/Classroom
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

Area
Business/Classroom
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

Assuming 30'H existing + (3)12 + 20'
bonus

14,000 SF for A-3
28,500 SF for B occupancy

Total existing area
Total proposed area

Existing

per B Occupancy
Proposed
TBD

6 stories = +/-86'H

Increase due to
location on lot
Sub-Total

IBC table 1004.1.2

per A-3 Occupancy

Fire sprinkler
1 story/ 20'H
increase
Total stories allowed 6 stories
Maximum building
height

Occupancy Load Factor

Refer section 303.1 pg 23, 304 pg. 24

TBD

State Energy Code Method

Floor Area

Business B
(Class/Meeting room
for less than 50
people)

Occupants

21,281 SF / 100 gross
1,200 SF / 300 gross
8,500 SF / 7-15 SF net (assume 11)

213
4
772

30,981 SF

989

Total
Occupant Load
/ 100 gross
/ 300 gross
/ 7-15 SF net (assume 11)
Total

Occupants
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
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Egress Requirements

1008.1.1
1009.1
1015.1
1016.2
table 1018.1

Plumbing Fixture Requirements

June 16, 2011

Minimum Width of
Egress Door:
Minimum stair width:

32" clear opening

Maximum travel
distance:
Min. hallway/corridor
width:
Minimum number of
exits required

250 feet
44"
2 56 ft distance required between doors per 1014.2

table 2902.1
Area
Existing

Business/Classroom
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

Occupant Load
Factor
21,281 SF / 200
1,200 SF / 0
8,500 SF / 30
30,981 SF

Area
Proposed

Fixture Count

lavatories
drinking fountains

A-12 Appendix

Total
per sex

/ 200
/0
/ 30

389 /2
195

Occupants

TBD
TBD
TBD
Total
per sex

A-3 Occupancy: Group A
males
females
B Occupancy: Group B
males
females

106
0
283

Occupant Load
Factor

Business/Classroom
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

Occupants

factor

TBD /2

No. of fixtures

4:126-200
4:126-200

n/a
n/a

4
4

3:36-55
3:36-55

n/a
n/a

3
3

1 per 2 WC's
1 per 150 occ, then 1
per 500

3.5 each sex

4
2

Total

7 WC's per M & F
4 Lavs per M & F
2 DF's

Redmond Recreation Buildings
Design Study

June 16, 2011

Redmond Senior Center
Code Analysis

10/19/2009

Redmond Senior Center (RSC)

CODE ANALYSIS - Redmond Senior Center
Date

Redmond Recreation Facilities - Phase I Part A

Project
Building Official Consulted

GENERAL
Project Description
8703 160th Avenue NE, Redmond, WA 98052 (note that King County does not recognize this address)

Building Address

2006 International Building Code w/ Washington Amendments, (year?) Washington State Energy Code

Applicable Building Code

City of Redmond

Zoning Jurisdiction
Other Regulatory Agencies

ZONING ANALYSIS
REDMOND CAMPUS-BSP

Legal Description

720203-0020

Tax Parcel Number

City of Redmond

Building Owner

1990

Year Built

None known

Deed Restrictions/Easements
King County Property Type

C-Commercial (CC4), Govermmental Service (Senior Center), Co-located with Public Safety Building

Allowed or Conditional Use

Downtown District "Sammamish Trail" zone
Permitted Uses:
General Retail (Footnote 1, 1a per River
General Services
Family Day Care (1-6 children)
Private Preschools, Private Schools, Private
Universities, Private Technical Schools
Repair & Rental: Electronic Equipment,
Stereo, Video & Watches
Residential Multi-Family & Townhouses
Senior Housing
Public Facilities & Local Utilities
Drive-through in a Garage of a Multi-story
Bldg
Nominated:

City Landmark Status

Existing:

Building Area
Building Coverage

Coverage Allowed
Existing area
Existing %

Landscape Requirements

Site Area
Minimum Allowed
Front

Setback Standards

Rear
Side
Side
Building Height

Fences

Landmarked:

452,147 SF (10.38 ACRES)

Site Area

Parking

Special Uses:
Conditional Uses:
Vending Carts/Kiosks
Broadcast & Relay Towers
Mini Day Care (7-12 children)
Day Care Center (13+ children)
Large Satellite Dishes
Amateur Radio Antennas
Wireless Communication
Facilities

RCDG
20D.130.10020(2)

21,156 SF

Proposed:

21,156 SF
Proposed area
5% (but note this site Proposed %
has multiple buildings)

TBD
TBD

14' (verify if
pedestrian street
reqm'ts apply)
0'
14' (verify if
pedestrian street
reqm'ts apply)
0'

Proposed

TBD

Proposed
Proposed

TBD
TBD

Proposed

TBD

Proposed

TBD

Existing
Maximum Allowed

1-STORY
5 stories + 1-story
bonus w/ Transfer
Development Rights

Total required

Min.: 2/1,000 SF GFA = 42 spaces
Max.: 3.5/1,000 SF GFA = 74 spaces
Shared Garage
Proposed
structure on-site

Existing
Maximum height

TBD

TBD

6' (confirm)
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Redmond Senior Center
Code Analysis

10/19/2009

BUILDING CODE ANALYSIS
Occupancy Group

303.1

Construction Type

602.5 & table 601

North Wing:
Assembly A-2
(Social Hall for 276
people per 1989 set)

South Wing: Business Refer section 303.1 pg 30
B-2 ; A-3
(Class/Meeting room
for less than 50
people)

Type:

V-A (confirm)
Refer section 602.5 pg. 104, Table 601 (refer a. and b.) pg. 105
V-1 hr A-2 per 1989 permit set
V-1 hr A-2.1 per 1989 permit set

TBD

State Energy Code Method
Fire Sprinklers

table 503 &
601

Building Height

table 503 and 601

No. of stories
allowed
Existing

504.2

table 503 and 601

1-story

Fire sprinkler
1 story/ +20'H
increase
Total stories allowed
4 stories
Maximum building
height

Floor Area

2 stories per A-2&3 Occupancy

IBC table 1004.1.2
Existing

11,500 SF SF for A-2&3 occupancy
18,000 SF SF for B occupancy

Basic allowable area

29,500 SF

3 flrs allowed (A-2)
4 slrs allowed (B)
Total allowable area

11,500 SF x3
18,000 SF x4
106,500 SF

Total existing area
Total proposed area

21,156 SF
TBD

Total number of occupants

Business/Classroom
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

Egress Requirements

1008.1.1
1009.1
1015.1
1016.2
table 1018.1
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Occupants

6,492 SF / 100 gross
1,835 SF / 300 gross
12,829 SF / 7-15 SF net (assume 11)

62
6
1,166

21,156 SF

1,234

Total

Social Hall (617) + Senior Center (276) =
Occupant Load

Area
Business/Classroom
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

/ 100 gross
/ 300 gross
/ 7-15 SF net (assume 11)
Total

Minimum Width of
Egress Door:
Minimum stair width:

32" clear opening

Maximum travel
distance:
Min. hallway/corridor
width:
Minimum number of
exits required

200 ft. w/o sprinkler

For comparison,
1989 permit

34,500 SF
72,000 SF

Occupant Load
Factor

Area

For comparison,
1989 permit

Proposed

Assuming 14'H existing + (2)12 + 20'
bonus

4 stories = +/-58'H

Increase due to
location on lot
Sub-Total

Occupancy Load Factor

3 stories per B Occupancy
Proposed
TBD

893
Occupants
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

44"
2 56 ft distance required between doors per 1014.2

Social Hall
Senior Center
Total width of exits

Exits Provided:
6 Actual
617 occupants
3 req'd
5 Actual
276 occupants
2 req'd
req'd: 893/50=17.86 feet
33' Actual

Redmond Recreation Buildings
Design Study

June 16, 2011

Redmond Senior Center
Code Analysis

Plumbing Fixture Requirements

10/19/2009

table 2902.1
Area
Existing

Business/Classroom
Mechanical rm
(mech, toilets)
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

Occupant Load
Factor
1,835 SF / 200
6,492 SF / 0

Fixture Count

428

21,156 SF

/ 200
/0
/ 30

437 /2
219
Occupants
TBD
TBD
TBD

Total
per sex

A-2 & A-3 Occupancy: Group A
over 400, add 1/200 males & 1/150 females
males
5:201-300
females
5:201-300
B Occupancy: Group B
males
females

Total
per sex
Occupant Load
Factor

Business/Classroom
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

lavatories
drinking fountains

9
0

12,829 SF / 30

Area
Proposed

Occupants

factor

TBD

/2

No. of fixtures
5+1
5+1

6
6

1:1-15
1:1-16

n/a
n/a

1
1

1 per 2 WC's
1 per 150 occ, then 1
per 500

3.5 each sex

4
2

Total

7 WC's per M & F
4 Lavs per M & F
2 DF
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Old Fire House Teen Center
Code Analysis

11/3/2009

Old Fire House Teen Center (OFH)

CODE ANALYSIS - Old Fire House Teen Center
Date

Project

Redmond Recreation Facilities - Phase I Part A

Building Official Consulted

GENERAL
Project Description
Building Address
Applicable Building Code
Zoning Jurisdiction

16510 NE 79th Street, Redmond, WA 98052
2006 International Building Code w/ Washington Amendments, (year?) Washington State Energy Code
City of Redmond

Other Regulatory Agencies

ZONING ANALYSIS
Legal Description

King County Assessor:
S 163 FT OF N 318 FT OF E 82 FT OF W 387.63 FT OF NW 1/4 OF NW 1/4 ALSO E 100.87 FT OF W 488.50
FT OF S 144 FT OF POR OF NW 1/4 OF NW 1/4 LY N OF JACKSON ST
2002 Permit set:
STEWART TITLE COMPANY OF WASHINGTON, INC.
TITLE ORDER NO. 272897 (UNIT NO. 12)
JULY 18, 1995
PARCEL A
THE SOUTH 125 FEET OF THE NORTH 155 FEET OF THE EAST 82 FEET OF THE WEST 387.63 FEET OF
THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF TH ENORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 25 NORTH,
RANGE 5 EAST, W.M., IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON.
PARCEL B
THAT PORTION OF THE NORTHWEST QURTER OF SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 25 NORTH, RANGE 5
EAST, W.M., IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON, DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE NORTH MARGIN OF NORTHEAST 79TH STREET (JACKSON STREET)
318 FEET SOUTH AND 305.63 FEET EAST ON THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SUBDIVISION;
THENCE EAST ALONG SAID NORTH LINE 182.67 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 144 FEET;
THENCE WEST 100.87 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 19 FEET;
THENCE WEST 82 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 163 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING.
SURVEYOR'S NOTE
THE ABOVE LEGAL DESCRIPTION CONTAINS MINOR DISCREPANCIES WHICH ARE RESOLVED IF THE
TRACT IS MORE CORRECTLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
THE EAST 182.87 FEET OF THE WEST 488.50 FEET OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF THE
NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 25 NORTH, RANGE 5 EAST, W.M., IN THE CITY
OF REDMOND, IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON, LYING NORTH OF THE NORTH MARGIN OF
NORTHEAST 79TH STRE

Tax Parcel Number
Building Owner
Year Built
Deed Restrictions/Easements

122505-9059
City of Redmond
1952
None identified.

King County Property Type

C-Commercial (CC4), Governmental Service (Community Service Center/ Clubhouse)

Allowed or Conditional Use

Downtown District "Anderson Park" zone
Height Overlay Area
Permitted Uses:
General Retail
General Services
Family Day Care (1-6 children)
Private Preschools, Private Schools, Private
Universities, Private Technical Schools
Repair & Rental: Electronic Equipment,
Stereo, Video & Watches
Residential Multi-Family & Townhouses
Senior Housing
Public Facilities & Local Utilities
Drivethrough in a Garage of a Multi-story
Bldg

Special Uses:
Conditional Uses:
Vending Carts/Kiosks
Broadcast & Relay Towers
Mini Day Care (7-12 children)
Day Care Center (13+ children)
Large Satellite Dishes
Amateur Radio Antennas
Wireless Communication
Facilities
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Old Fire House Teen Center
Code Analysis

11/3/2009

27,891 SF (.64 ACRES)

Site Area

Existing:

Building Area
Building Coverage

Coverage Allowed
Existing area
Existing %

Landscape Requirements

Site Area
Minimum Allowed
Front

Setback Standards

Rear
Side
Side
Building Height

Parking

Landmarked: N/A

Nominated: N/A

City Landmark Status

RCDG
20D.130.10020(2)

Fences

7,907 SF (KC)
Proposed:
7,741 SF per 2002 permit set

TBD

7,907 SF
28%

Proposed area
Proposed %

TBD
TBD

14' (verify if
pedestrian street
reqm'ts apply)
0'
14' (verify if
pedestrian street
reqm'ts apply)
0'

Proposed

TBD

Proposed
Proposed

TBD
TBD

Proposed

TBD

Proposed

TBD

Existing
Maximum Allowed

1-story (plus tower)
3-stories per Height
Overlay Area, no
bonus allowed

Total required

Existing

Min.: 2/1,000 SF GFA = 16 spaces
Max.: 2/1,000 SF GFA
Bonus available for in-lieu parking fund per RCDG 20D.130.10040(2)
Proposed
TBD

Maximum height

6' (confirm)

BUILDING CODE ANALYSIS
Occupancy Group

303.1, 304

Construction Type

602.5 & table 601

Refer section 303.1 pg 23, 304 pg. 24

Assembly A-3
(Auditorium for 300
people)

Business B
(Class/Meeting room
for less than 50
people)

Type:

V-A (confirm)
Refer Table 601 (refer e.) pg. 87
V-N per 2002 permit set

TBD

State Energy Code Method
Fire Sprinklers

table 503 &
601

Building Height

table 503 and 601

Sprinklered (verify if required by occupancy group?)
No. of stories allowed
Existing

504.2

2 stories per A-3 Occupancy
3 stories per B Occupancy
1-story w/ mezzanine Proposed
TBD

Fire sprinkler
1 story / 20'H
increase
Total stories allowed
4 stories
Assuming 14'H existing + (2)12 + 20'
Maximum building
4 stories = +/-58'H
bonus
height
(NOTE: Bldg height is limited to 3 stories by Zoning Height Overlay, see above)

Floor Area

table 503 and 601

Basic allowable area
Increase due to
location on lot
Sub-Total

11,500 SF for A-3 occupancy
18,000 SF for B occupancy
29,500 SF

3 flrs allowed (A-2)
4 flrs allowed (B)
Total allowable area

11,500 SF x3
18,000 SF x4
106,500 SF

Total existing area
Total proposed area

7,907 SF
TBD

34,500 SF
72,000 SF
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Old Fire House Teen Center
Code Analysis

Occupancy Load Factor

11/3/2009

IBC table 1004.1.2
Existing

Proposed

Egress Requirements

1008.1.1
1009.1
1015.1
1016.2
table 1018.1

Plumbing Fixture Requirements

Total number of occupants

Occupant Load
Factor

Area
Business areas
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

47
1
264

7,907 SF

312

Total
Occupant Load

Area
Business areas
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

Occupants

/ 100 gross
/ 300 gross
/ 7-15 SF net (assume 11)
Total

Minimum Width of
Egress Door:
Minimum stair width:

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

32" clear opening

Maximum travel
distance:
Min. hallway/corridor
width:
Minimum number of
exits required

44"
2 56 ft distance required between doors per 1014.2

table 2902.1
Area

Occupant Load
Factor

Existing
Business areas
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

4,657 SF / 200
350 SF / 0
2,900 SF / 30
7,907 SF

Area

Business areas
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

Fixture Count

B Occupancy: Group B
males
females
lavatories
drinking fountains

Total
per sex

/ 200
/0
/ 30

121 /2
61
Occupants

TBD
TBD
TBD
Total
per sex

A-3 Occupancy: Group A
males
females

Occupants

24
0
97

Occupant Load
Factor

Proposed
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Occupants

4657 SF / 100 gross
350 SF / 300 gross
2900 SF / 7-15 SF net (assume 11)

factor

TBD /2
No. of fixtures

2:27-75
2:27-76

n/a
n/a

2
2

1:1-15
1:1-16

n/a
n/a

1
1

1 per 2 WC's
1 per 150 occ, then 1
per 500

1.5 each sex

2
1

Total

3 WC's per M & F
2 Lavs per M & F
1 DF

Redmond
Recreation Buildings
The Redmond Pool
Code Analysis
Design
Study

June 16, 2011

10/19/2009

The Redmond Pool (at Hartman Park)

CODE ANALYSIS - Date
The Redmond Pool
Project

Redmond Recreation Facilities - Phase I Part A

Building Official Consulted

GENERAL
Project Description
Building Address
Applicable Building Code
Zoning Jurisdiction
Other Regulatory Agencies

17535 NE 104th Street, Redmond, WA 98052
2006 International Building Code w/ Washington Amendments, (year?) Washington State Energy Code
City of Redmond
King County Health Department

ZONING ANALYSIS
Legal Description

Tax Parcel Number
Building Owner
Year Built
Deed Restrictions/Easements

Hartman Park: SW 1/4 of SE 1/4 LESS 30 FT FOR RD
Leased site: Beginning at a point 40 feet west of the northeast corner of the southwest quarter of the southeast
quarter of Section 36, Township 26 north, Range 5 east, W M; Thence south along a line 40 feet west of and
parallel to the east line of the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of the above described section a
distance of 270 feet, Thence west parallel to the north line of said southwest quarter, a distance of 360 feet,
Thence north 270 feet to a point on the north line of said southwest quarter which is 360 feet west of the true
point of beginning, Thence east 360 feet to the true point of beginning, less county roads and all convenient and
necessary easements for utilities, ingress and egress.
ALSO SUBJECT TO AN EASEMENT over and across the northwest quarter of the southeast quarter of said
Section 36, known as Tax Lot 14, King County, Washington
Situate in the City of Redmond, King County, Washington
362605-9015
City of Redmond (land owned by City of Redmond, Forward Thrust Pool owned by King County (confirm),
leased and operated by Northwest Center)
1900 (effective year 1971)
Lease document #20030401002021
Notable dates:
City of Redmond to King County / NWC lease expires May 28, 2010
Lease extension may be made in writing by November 28, 2009

King County Property Type

C-Commercial, Govermmental Service (Sport Facility - Natatorium)

Allowed or Conditional Use

R6 - Low-moderate density residential zone

City Landmark Status
Site Area

Nominated:

Landmarked:

1,722,798 SF (39.55 ACRES)
Existing:

12,998 SF

Building Coverage

Coverage Allowed
Existing bldg area
Existing site area
Existing %

45%
12,998 sf

Landscape Requirements

Site Area
Minimum Allowed

4,000 sf

Building Area

Proposed:

Proposed area
Proposed site area
Proposed %
TBD

Bldg Separation

Minimum Allowed

10 ft

Impervious Surface Area

Maximum Allowed

65%

Open Space

Minimum Allowed

20%

Front
Rear
Side
Side

15 ft (18 ft to garage)
10 ft
10 ft
5 ft

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Existing
Maximum Allowed

35 ft

Proposed

Setback Standards

Building Height
Parking

Total required
Existing

Fences

Maximum height

TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Proposed
6 ft
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The Redmond Pool
Code Analysis

10/19/2009

BUILDING CODE ANALYSIS
Occupancy Group

303.1

Construction Type

602.2 & table 601

Refer section 303.1 pg 23

Type: IA (confirm)

Refer section 602.2 pg. 86, Table 601 (refer a. and b.) pg. 87, Table 602, pg. 88

TBD

State Energy Code Method
Fire Sprinklers

table 503 &
601

Building Height

table 503 and 601

Verify:
Height of ceiling above deck

Assembly A-4 (Pool w/ spectator seating)

504.2

Not required for construction type 1A (confirm)

No. of stories allowed
Existing
1-story w/ mech.
basement
Fire sprinkler
increase
Total stories allowed unlimited
Maximum building
height

Floor Area

table 503 and 601

Proposed

unlimited

Basic allowable area unlimited

SF for A-4
occupancy

Increase due to
(none?)
location on lot
Sub-Total
Floors allowed
unlimited

Occupancy Load Factor

IBC table 1004.1.2
Existing

Proposed

Egress Requirements

1008.1.1
1009.1
1015.1
1016.2
table 1018.1

A-20 Appendix

Total allowable area

unlimited

Total existing area
Total proposed area

12,998 SF
TBD

sf

Total number of occupants
Swimming Pool
Pool deck
Locker Rms
Business areas
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/ fixed
seats

Swimming Pool
Pool deck
Locker Rms
Business areas
Mechanical rm
Assembly w/o fixed
seats

Minimum Width of
Egress Door:
Minimum stair width:
Maximum travel
distance:
Min. hallway/corridor
width:
Minimum number of
exits required

TBD

Area

4,708 SF
4,025 SF
1,480 SF
1,460 SF
900 SF
425 SF
12,998 SF

Occupant Load
Factor
/ 50 gross
/ 15 gross
/ 50 gross
/ 100 gross w/o sprinkler
/ 300 gross
/ actual (1 person/18"L)
Total
Occupant Load
/ 50 gross
/ 15 gross
/ 50 gross
/ 100 gross w/o sprinkler
/ 300 gross
/ actual (1 person/18"L)

Area

Occupants
94
269
30
15
3
150
561
Occupants
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Total

TBD

32" clear opening (min. 0.2"/occupant per 1005.1)

200 ft. w/o sprinkler
44"
2 56 ft distance required between doors per 1014.2
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The Redmond Pool
Code Analysis

Plumbing Fixture Requirements

10/19/2009

table 2902.1
Area
Existing

Swimming Pool
Business
Mechanical

Proposed

Swimming Pool

10,638 SF
1,460 SF
900 SF
12,998 SF

Occupant Load
Factor
/ 30
/ 200
/0
Total
per sex

Area Occupant Load
Factor
TBD / 30
Total
per sex

Fixture Count

A-4 Occupancy: Group A
males
females
B Occupancy: Group B
males
females
lavatories
drinking fountains

4:126-200
4:126-200

factor

n/a
n/a

Occupants
355
7
0
362 /2
181
Occupants
TBD
TBD /2

No. of fixtures
4
4

1:1-15
1:1-16

n/a
n/a

1
1

1 per 2 WC's
1 per 150 occ, then 1
per 500

2.5 each sex

3
2

Total

5 WC's per M & F
3 Lavs per M & F
2 DF's
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MEETING NOTES
S H K S A R C H I T E C T S
Project
Date
File

Redmond Recreational Facilities
June 29, 2009
09-0629 Focus_Comm Center.doc

Community Center provides little space for citizens to gather in
relation to the arts.
Some conflicting uses in relation to scheduling. Community Center
should seek compatible uses such as an “arts academy."
Some sort of food service would be advantageous as would wine
service.
Outdoor pool, leisure pool (water hijinx park), 4 season facility,
skating rink were mentioned as possibilities.
Rentable event space for weddings would be asset. Connection of
event space to open space would help.
Community Center lacks signage and does not draw many people
into the Old Schoolhouse apart from people coming in for programs.
A place for kid’s activities would be beneficial as would a place for
kid’s breakfast.
There are few activities in Redmond after dark and no suitable dance
presentation space outdoors.
The lobby could be more inviting and comfortable.
1.3

Location

PRP Plan intends to develop Cleveland as an urban corridor at the
heart of Redmond.
Issaquah provides a center along Front Street including restaurants,
shops, Village Theater.
Community Center should have better connection to City Center and
have a café nearby. The Community Center is currently isolated as a
separate destination. Many people are not aware that it exists.

1.4

Consolidation

A facility used specifically for the arts would allow focus.
The community, as a whole, lacks meeting rooms.

1.5

Maintenance

Maintenance is a bit lax.

1.6

Outreach

Expand Derby Days to include the arts to a greater extent.
Microsoft is likely interested in invigorating the arts and cultural
opportunities in Redmond.
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S

M e e t i n g N ot e s
Meeting Date

06/29/09

Issue Date

07/06/09

Project

Redmond Recreation Facilities

Subject

Focus Group: Public Meeting

Attendees

Copies

B Sanders, Tristin Pagenkopf, K Hayes, K Ballard, R Vine, file.

Note

These meeting notes represent the architect’s understanding of issues discussed during the
meeting, resolutions reached, and items requiring action. Please notify the architect within 7
days if these notes are found inaccurate or incomplete.

Ne w I t e m s
Item

Subject

Remarks

1.1

Community Center +
Pool

Community Center is sometimes overscheduled and has little variety
of classroom size.
Gym is asset but not available enough.
Inadequate parking at the Senior Center.
Might it be possible to use Lake Washington School District athletic
and performance space?
Challenging to get kids into Redmond classes due to oversubscription.
Soul Food Books is model for active community space: music 3
nights / week + open mike + poetry readings (all ages).
Community Center should be more eco-friendly. Outdoor space at
community center should be modernized and have more toys.
Community Center is somewhat dangerous for kids: chain link +
asphalt.
Pool needs an upgrade: it is old, hot, not very functional + parking is a
problem.

1.2

Consolidated Facility

Redmond needs its own recreation center: one not leased like the
Old School House Community Center.

1050 N. 38th St.
Seattle, WA 98103
PH:
FAX:

206.675.9151
206.675.9150

www.shksarchitects.com
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S
Project
Date
File

Redmond Recreational Facilities
June 29, 2009
09_0629 Focus_Public Meeting.doc

1.2

Consolidated Facility
(cont.)

Redmond needs a multi-cultural arts center in which a number of
meetings can be held simultaneously, a 5,000 seat performance
space, space for arts groups to meet, seminar and workshop spaces,
places to display arts products of Redmond.
Center should have venues for 150 +.
Redmond needs a second pool.
Concern regarding scale of large recreation center in the context of
other Redmond development.
Concentrating uses might support the effort to make Redmond a
walkable city.

1.3

Appropriate Sites

Bicycle access is important.
Teen Center is in a great location.
If another aquatics facility were provided, the plateau would be ideal.
Senior Center is in a good location.
Community Center is difficult to get to.
Near Perrigo Park would be well-situated.
Any new building needs to interact with existing buildings in the
neighborhood.

1.4

Maintenance

Senior Center is well-maintained.
Hartman Pool is not well-maintained.

1.5

Other

Redmond is now a multi-cultural village and recreational facilities
should reflect that.
“Recreation” should include activities other than athletics
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S

M e e t i n g N ot e s
Meeting Date

06/30/09

Issue Date

07/06/09

Project

Redmond Recreation Facilities

Subject

Focus Group: Field House / Indoor Sports & Fitness Aquatics

Attendees

Copies

B Sanders, Tristin Pagenkopf, K Hayes, K Ballard, R Vine, file.

Note

These meeting notes represent the architect’s understanding of issues discussed during the
meeting, resolutions reached, and items requiring action. Please notify the architect within 7
days if these notes are found inaccurate or incomplete.

Ne w I t e m s
Item

Subject

Remarks

1.1

Uses

Day camps at Old Redmond Schoolhouse Community Center
(ORSCC).
Arena Sports has 50,000 sf with 3 soccer fields for players from 18
months to 70 years old mostly from within a 20 minute drive of
location (9040 Willows Road NE).
In addition to indoor soccer, Futsal is a growing sport.
Wave Aquatics uses a variety of pools – Colman, North Shore in
Bothell, Juanita High School – including Redmond. No longer use St.
Edwards.
Jazzercize held at ORSCC.
rd
th
Girls on the Run uses both indoor and outdoor space. 30, 3 to 5
grade girls. 10 week program concluding with a 5k.

1.2

Improvements

Showers at ORSCC would be beneficial.
Childcare at ORSCC is an advantage but prefer if space were
permanent.
Teen center is dilapidated.
Pool lacks multi-purpose room for meetings, classes, birthday parties,
staff meetings.

1050 N. 38th St.
Seattle, WA 98103
PH:
FAX:

206.675.9151
206.675.9150

www.shksarchitects.com
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S
Project
Date
File

Redmond Recreational Facilities
June 30, 2009
09-0630 Focus_Field House Indoor sports.doc

1.2

Improvements (cont.)

Pool bulkhead is a problem. Wave Aquatics cannot currently support
50 meter training or competitive diving. Pool does not sufficiently
support adaptive aquatics and there is no therapy pool. Parking is
insufficient and the pool is served by only one bus line.
Pool could use dry land training area, more lane space, more locker
room space.
Child care provision at pool might expand use.
Teen Center would benefit from wellness facility.

1.3

Sites

Pool is out of the way but draws from Duvall, Issaquah and
Woodinville. Marymoor would be ideal for 50 meter pool and water
park.
Another teen center near schools would be beneficial.
ORSCC is in a great location.
Pool next to schools is a benefit.

1.4

Maintenance

ORSCC is not well-maintained.
Pool deck is too slippery.

1.5

Other Services

Badminton, table tennis
Weight room
A fitness center for up to 70 people would be great.
Martial arts
Racquetball
Futsal

1.6

Funding

Public private partnerships.
Retail on-site – concessions.
Microsoft
Tax increase.
Sell the Teen Center and add to the ORSCC.
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S

M e e t i n g N ot e s
Meeting Date

06/30/09

Issue Date

07/06/09

Project

Redmond Recreation Facilities

Subject

Focus Group: Seniors

Attendees

Copies

B Sanders, Tristin Pagenkopf, K Hayes, K Ballard, R Vine, file.

Note

These meeting notes represent the architect’s understanding of issues discussed during the
meeting, resolutions reached, and items requiring action. Please notify the architect within 7
days if these notes are found inaccurate or incomplete.

Ne w I t e m s
Item

Subject

Remarks

1.1

Uses

Exercise classes, ballroom dancing, big band nights
Bridge groups, table tennis, puzzles
Coffee bar, lunch service
Casual fiction lending library
Volunteering, gift shop
Driftwood sculpture, watercolor painting
Small computer area
Dedicated to seniors
Short-term classroom rentals
Like that it is a dedicated senior center, and not a community center.
No adult daycare (and do not wish to have any)
Big kitchen for providing lunches, catering.
Wedding rentals

1.2

Improvements

Larger, improved computer area
More evening activities
Fix the greenhouse (café?)
Connection to south lawn
Appeal to younger seniors (not sure how)

1050 N. 38th St.
Seattle, WA 98103
PH:
FAX:

206.675.9151
206.675.9150

www.shksarchitects.com
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S
Project
Date
File

Redmond Recreational Facilities
June 30, 2009
09-0630 Focus_Seniors.doc

1.2

Improvements (cont.)

More wellness programs, especially on how to keep your brain active
Exercise equipment / room with structured programs
Outdoor exercise equipment adjacent to Burke Gilman trail.
Back-up power generator: RSC is designated as a Red Cross
Emergency Shelter.

1.3

Sites

Good central location. Lots of parking, garage is available, although it
needs better signage.
New housing nearby holds an unknown population.
Most people drive.
Would use downtown pool if it had senior programs. Redmond Pool
is too far away with not enough parking and no public transportation.

1.4

Maintenance

No complaints about general maintenance.
Weekend rentals are sometimes a problem – main auditorium is
sometimes left with sticky floors.

1.5

Other Services

Would like more music programs, organ concerts.
Transportation for evening events, since many seniors don’t drive
when it’s dark.

1.6

Funding

Depends on nature of improvements.
Appropriate need will be funded.
Improvements are not at the top of list, but fairly high.
Complaint about over acquisition of land for parks at expense of
programs.
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S

M e e t i n g N ot e s
Meeting Date

06/30/09

Issue Date

07/06/09

Project

Redmond Recreation Facilities

Subject

Focus Group: Teens

Attendees

Copies

B Sanders, Tristin Pagenkopf, K Hayes, K Ballard, R Vine, file.

Note

These meeting notes represent the architect’s understanding of issues discussed during the
meeting, resolutions reached, and items requiring action. Please notify the architect within 7
days if these notes are found inaccurate or incomplete.

Ne w I t e m s
Item

Subject

Remarks

1.1

Uses

Benefit dance
Music shows, spoken word performances
Silk screening, other art projects
Music recording
skateboarding
Lots of things to do, great variety
Community service
Teen Feed by outside organizations
Firehouse is a fun environment, regulars are tight knit.
Youth counseling

1.2

Improvements

Hallway space lacking, esp. with big events
Indoor tennis court
Place for sports where you don’t pay to get in
Bigger parking area
Bus to teen center, ride to ORSCC
Bigger kitchen
Somewhere to go where you’re not with your parents, but still
supervised.

1050 N. 38th St.
Seattle, WA 98103
PH:
FAX:

206.675.9151
206.675.9150

www.shksarchitects.com
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S
Project
Date
File

Redmond Recreational Facilities
June 30, 2009
09-0630 Focus_Teens.doc

1.2

Improvements (cont.)

More programs = more acceptance and accountability
Gardening on-site would be good
More visible and better exits
Music room performance space not so great
Not enough bathrooms
Building doesn’t reflect the great things being done.
Pool, basketball
Outdoor stage
More outdoor activities
More open space inside
Showroom is often empty
Would like to see things going on from the Entry
More space for existing computers (enough equipment, not enough
space)
Some way to look down on show (overlook)
Don’t make it look like K-Tub (Kirkland), hate for Fire House to be
completely redone
Enlarge art closet
Couch room is not conducive to meetings. Adding a conference or
meeting room would be useful.
The center could be more culturally diverse.
Enough demand for twice as many teens.
Deal with smoking across the street.

1.3

Sites

Existing site is very visible, well known.

1.4

Maintenance

A lot of space could be done more with
A bit grungy.

1.5

Redmond Pool

Wish for outdoor pool
Pool is mostly for younger kids.
Not so clean.
Water Park would be great.

1.6

ORSCC

More opportunities for teen activities
Could do better outreach
RYPAC meets at Schoolhouse
Meetings at the Schoolhouse are “official”

1.7

Funding
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S

M e e t i n g N ot e s
Meeting Date

06/30/09

Issue Date

07/06/09

Project

Redmond Recreation Facilities

Subject

Workshop: Staff

Attendees

Copies

B Sanders, Tristin Pagenkopf, K Hayes, K Ballard, R Vine, file.

Note

These meeting notes represent the architect’s understanding of issues discussed during the
meeting, resolutions reached, and items requiring action. Please notify the architect within 7
days if these notes are found inaccurate or incomplete.

Ne w I t e m s
Item

Subject

Remarks

1.1

Project Service
Delivery

Shortfall of Gym space: limited to 1hr/wk practice for kids, no junior
high league
Men’s & Women’s basketball leagues – 16-18 teams, volleyball – 12
teams
No indoor pickleball, no badminton
No Drop-in use
No fitness room(s) or weight room
Insufficient space for indoor tennis instruction
After school programs at Redmond H.S. and Rose Hill
Insufficient space is worse in winter
(3) martial arts classes, gymnastics classes, yoga, fencing (off site,
private operators)
Health, fitness/wellness – program expanding to include bridge,
chess
Arts (under Parks planning) – events and arts, rentals, performing
arts, studios all lacking. No dedicated home for the Arts at all.
Lacking a sense of community due to lack of common space.
Peak times over booked.
Would like to incorporate ‘going green” and environmental education.

1050 N. 38th St.
Seattle, WA 98103
PH:
FAX:

206.675.9151
206.675.9150

www.shksarchitects.com
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S
Project
Date
File

Redmond Recreational Facilities
June 30, 2009
09_0630 Workshop_Staff.doc

Also improve diversity, marketing, and technology.
2007 Levy asked for more after school and kid programming
Not enough space in day camps
Lacking a set childcare space with a bathroom in the space.
Limited space for “standing programs”
Increased demand for special user groups (both ethnic and cultural)
See a need to fill in for cut school programs
No music lab for adults
Senior’s fitness and dance, both free and fee-based
No treadmill or track.
Teens: technology (computer lab too small)
Lack of classroom for 20-30 kids;
Shift toward more performance, spoken word and not just rock n roll
Need loan-in, backstage space
More sports at teen center
WIFI would help
Indoor play element lacking in auditorium
Transportation is challenge within Redmond – maybe downtown
shuttle?

1.2

Facility Improvements

General: add technology, designated areas for set activities, storage.
Need a space that is wired for AV / sound / lighting.
Need comfortable, inviting spaces that encourage gathering.
Lack of drop-in elements
Community Center (ORSCC):
Would work well for arts, perhaps as a coop for artists and
entrepreneurs
Needs social space
Enhance performance space(s) (3000-4000 SF)
Performing Arts with 500 seats, with restaurant and gallery
Take over Underhill’s Furniture Building
Add a conference center – business need
Multi-use - Recreation facility with gym, wights, parties, sauna/pa,
pool (rec-aquatic), track. Not necessarily in 1 central location.
Museum space/ Children’s Museum/ Science Museum
Nicer rental spaces
Youth component in school, near elementary school
Specialty sports: batting cage, speed/agility clinics, possible indoor
turf
Teen Center (OFHTC):
Separated center important. Teens need own place to go, stand
alone.
Senior center is similar
Maybe another center near Overlake.
Add meeting space for 15-25 people, or conference room.
Bigger kitchen for instruction and food prep.
Improve windows and ventilation.
2 of 3
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S
Project
Date
File

Redmond Recreational Facilities
June 30, 2009
09_0630 Workshop_Staff.doc

Better space for silk-screening.
Additional on-site showers.
Possibly move teens to first floor of OSRCC with artists above.
Café operated by teens
Maintain counseling.
Better circulation and security.
Add a true entryway.
Need craft/wet rooms.
A covered sport court.
Skate elements.
Senior Center (RSC):
Many good, versatile spaces
Drop-in fitness space would be beneficial
Greenhouse unused (leaks, too hot)
Add connections to outdoors
Improve signage to find building
Consider name change
Improve theater space for full use
Need storage
Entry greeting space
Replace wall between dining and performance space.
Need changing rooms and showers
No additional need for arts & crafts, although drawing, watercolor and
needlecraft are popular
Redmond Pool:
Could use a separate recreational aquatic facility
Adult swim facility
No indoor swim facilities in the Overlake area

1.3

Potential Facility
Location

Consider the property behind the ORSCC
Various hubs around Redmond, including Overlake
Fitness center could be either downtown or on periphery
Consider old Group Health Building.
Development behind Sears
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S

M e e t i n g N ot e s
Meeting Date

September 22, 2009

Issue Date

September 25, 2009

Project

Redmond Recreation Facilities (part A)

Subject

Discussion with Building Department

Attendees

City of Redmond: B. Sanders (BS), Jason Lynch (JL), Jamie Jonas (JJ), Gary Lee (GL)
SHKS: David Strauss (DS), Tristin Pagenkopf (TP)

Copies

Attendees, file

Note

These meeting notes represent the architect’s understanding of issues discussed during the
meeting, resolutions reached, and items requiring action. Please notify the architect within 7
days if these notes are found inaccurate or incomplete.

Items
Item

Subject

Remarks

1.1

Introductions

A

Everyone introduced themselves.

1.2

Overview

A

David Strauss gave an overview of the project to date. The
goal in meeting with the building department is to uncover
any project-killers for the four recreation facilities under
review, and to uncover any process related reviews that
would affect a timeline.
TP then followed with questions developed vi a basic zoning
and building code review.

B

1.3

Old Redmond
Schoolhouse
Community Center
(ORSCC)

A

GL confirmed ORSCC to be in Downtown East Hill Zone.

B

JL confirmed that if any change of use from what is listed
on the Certificate of Occupancy, then both structural
(seismic) and sprinkler fire suppression upgrades would be
required.
TP asked how City of Redmond’s designation of “Building
of Significance” would affect review. JJ of Planning called
in to clarify, but JL made it clear that any required

C

Action

1050 N. 38th St.
Seattle, WA 98103
PH:
FAX:

206.675.9151
206.675.9150
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S
Project
Date
File

Redmond Recreation Facilities (part A)
September 25, 2009
09-0922_Redmond Bldg Dept.doc

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K
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modifications for life safety uncovered by their building
review would trump historical recommendation. The
Existing Building Code would be used as a guide.
JJ confirmed that her department’s Landmarks and Heritage
Commission’s (a planning sub-committee) primary directive/
concern is the building’s exterior appearance. This is what
is covered by the nomination. The commission is still likely
to want to be involved in an advisory capacity for any major
modifications of the interior. The L& HC meets as needed
st
rd
on 1 or 3 Thursday of the month, and having a quorum is
an issue. The Historic Society is a completely separate
group.
Historic review process: To attain a Certificate of
Appropriateness typically takes 2 months, followed by a
technical committee, but could take longer depending on
interest. A Certificate of Appropriateness is 3-level
administrative process that covers 1) simple alterations
(such as paint color), 2) building additions or modifications,
or 3) moving of the structure.
JJ also stated that the City is working now to add the
ORSCC building as a City Landmark to the King County (KC)
register via an interlocal agreement. by2010. She is working
with Julie Koler at KC.
GL confirmed that Parking is likely non-conforming to
current requirements. Any project would require a review of
both the use and the parking demand. He would
recommend erring on the side of having more rather than
less. Shared parking agreements are preferred for additional
use, mentioned in regard to adjacent elementary school on
the same parcel.
JL confirmed that Day Care is a listed use on the Certificate
of Occupancy. This is distinct use from the short-term child
care provided for users of classes. Short term care is not
“day care” as defined by the code (not full-time or 8hr/day
program). He can email the requirements for the drop-in
care.
JL stated that a project worth 50% of the net value would
trigger the structural and fire suppression upgrade due to
City Ordinance.
Regarding a possible artist live/work conversion: JL
confirmed that fire suppression and alarms would be
required throughout to support “live above” units. GL
stated that this type of conversion would likely lower the
required parking quantity.
TP to email JL for any additional information, including
Certificate of Occupancies for other structures. (ORSCC
CofO obtained during meeting)
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S H K S A R C H I T E C T S
Project
Date
File

Redmond Recreation Facilities (part A)
September 25, 2009
09-0922_Redmond Bldg Dept.doc

1.4

Senior Center

A
B

Sammamish Trail Zone confirmed
Adult Day Care could be provided but would require specific
program information regarding size and number of hours of
operation. It would likely be an allowable use accessory to
the Senior Center.

1.5

Old Fire House Teen
Center

A

GL confirmed Anderson Park zone, rather than Old Town.
This takes the site out of the Height Overlay District.
JL mentioned that the Fire Marshall (keeps records of fire
maintenance that should be available to review. Contact
Lynn Scholander.
GL confirmed that development on-site can be zero lot line.
GL stated that there is no desire to push the Teen Center
out, but the late night performance space is in conflict with
comprehensive plan goals to encourage living units above
retail for the downtown area.
Despite the assembly occupancy (performance space),
parking demand on site currently is low. Most kids are
dropped off.
BS asked whether the adjacent fenced parking lot (city
owned, likely part of the Teen Center parcel) could be better
integrated. GL cautioned against it, as it is a heavily used lot
for the neighboring businesses.
BS/GL discussed possible alternate city-owned sites for the
Teen Center.
Confirmed that this building is not on the historic list.

B

C
D

E

F

G
H

1.6

Redmond Pool at
Hartman Park

A

B

C

1.7

PARCC

A

If the building is expanded, this will likely trigger a traffic
study. May require new sidewalks, but expected that the
existing road would be adequate.
Parking: GL confirmed that the R-6 residential zone did not
have any special requirements outlined for an institution.
Likely would be 10 spaces per 1,000 GSF as the most
restrictive use; could be reduced if qualified by a traffic
consultant. Dave Allman at Public Works would be the
person to contact regarding the review process.
GL confirmed that a pool was allowed in the zone as an
indoor recreation facility.

BS outlined Redmond’s PARCC study: Parks, Arts,
Recreation, Culture, and Conservation
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